HnH ENGINEERING

OVERVIEW
1991 has been a productive and rewarding year for Engineers
throughout the Corporation. Important projects that have
come t o f r u i t i o n include t h e Broadcasting Centre at
Southampton, the Blackstaff development in Belfast, the
Millbank parliamentary broadcasting facility, t h e new
Manchester vehicle maintenance base, Television Centre
Stage V, Skelton C HF station, and many more, as detailed in
the following pages.
The year will also be remembered for notable progress on the
digital front. The new D3 digital video recorder is rapidly
becoming established as the main post production machine,
and high quality digital stereo television sound is now
available to more than 70% of the BBC's audience via NlCAM
728. However the most notable 'digital event' of 1991 could
turn out to be the Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) demonstrations that we mounted in Birmingham in July. These
demonstrations showed that DAB can deliver CD-quality
digital sound to fixed, portable, or car receivers, even in
inhospitable reception areas. Some difficulties remain to be
overcome, including the need to get agreement on a frequency
assignment for new DAB radio services. Nevertheless, most of
those attending the demonstrations were convinced that they
had witnessed a major technical advance in sound broadcasting, whose introduction cannot long be delayed.

TRANSMISSIO

TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS
United Kingdom
Skelton C, opened i n May 1991 by Mark
Lennox-Boyd, U n d e r S e c r e t a r y f o r
Foreign a n d C o m m o n w e a l t h A f f a i r s , i s f u l l y
automated and is the UK's first high-power HF
transmitting station to be operated as a remote
unattended out-station.
Daventry w i l l be closed i n spring 1992, leaving only a
maintenance team base and transmission stores. The
rationalisation of team bases continues a n d a
potential n e w site has been identified i n Inverness.
Union agreement has been reached for a modern,
efficient, multi-disiplinary structure to replace the
exsting Transmitter Technicians.
Network Operations Unit has been established at
Warwick, handling t h e occasional programme
bookings to BT, Mercury, and BBC, and international
circuits for the Output Directorates.
The GEC National One commercial maintenance
contract came to an end in October. However, new
contracts were undertaken in Spain, Thailand, and
Africa, all contributing to Transmission's commercial
income.

Overseas
The UK expatriate staffing at Hong Kong has been
reduced to one, the Company Manager, on a trial
basis. He receives managerial support from the
Resident Engineer i n Singapore.
Two additional transmitters, plus n e w antenna and
switching matrix, w e r e brought i n t o service at
Cyprus. At Seychelles the staff contract with Cable &
Wireless has proved successful, resulting i n a reduction of three UK expatriate posts. The replacement of
the UK expatriate engineer at Ascension by BBCtrained St Helenian technicians i s proceeding
successfully and w i l l produce significant savings.
I n Antigua an FM transmitting station has been
providing 24-hour output of World Service.

SITES AND PREMISES
Twenty-five new sites were found and progressed
during the year, comprising 1 3 UHF, 8 VHF, 3 Radio
Car Base and one link site.
The Docklands Canary Wharf development caused an
unforeseen UHF deficiency In the Poplar area, and
two new filler stations were brought into the filler
programme at very short notice

As a result of the Broadcasting Act, the transmission
responsibilities previously discharged by the IBA
have been taken over by a private company, National
Transcommunications Limited (NTL). In order to deal
with the consequent mutual charging for site facilities a computer database has been established,
which deals w i t h the complicated charging system
and maintains records of NTLfacilities on BBC sites.
The downturn i n the national economy has curtailed
the growth i n site sharing income to 17% compared
w i t h 23% over the previous period.
Finally, for the first time the Section took a stand
at the Comex 9 1 exhibition, held at Wembley i n
September. Our participation was well received by
many visitors to the stand, w h o were very interested
to find that BBC Transmission now offers services to
non-broadcasters.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
Broadcast Communications
A permanent 9 metre antenna has been installed at
the rear of Television Centre, on the roof of Studio 4.
to provide a reception and Transmission facility to any
satellite i n the visible geostationary arc. Prior to this a
6 metre receive-only antenna was provided for the
reception of EBU feeds during the Gulf conflict. Also a
3.7 metre antenna has been provided for permanent
reception of transatlantic traffic via PANAMSAT.
OB masthead developments have been completed at
Bristol Royal Fort, Bardon Hill and Pontop Pike. These
have included software-based r e m o t e c o n t r o l
systems and such systems have also been provided at
Sutton Coldfield, Wenvoe and Divis. The largest OB
reception facility i n the UK is at Crystal Palace. This
has been re-engineered i n a purpose-built building
housing 7 GHz and 1 2 GHz radio link equipment,
control equipment for six rotatable SHF antennas,
matrices, UHF/VHF reverse bearers, and cornprehensive monitoring facilities. Allowance has been
made for possible future OB self provision.
Seven new OB communications vehicles have been
ordered, using three n e w designs. This includes the
BBC'sfirst satellite newsgathering vehicle being built
for NCA. Based on a 7.5 tonne Mercedes 814D, it
incorporates a 2.6 metre Vertex antenna and dual
TWTs operating at Ku band and it has a 10 k W onboard generator.
Radio Taxi operations for news and current affairs
have been improved by the provision of receive points
at Oxford and Sandy Heath, with appropriate vehicle

modifications t o provide access. I n addition, a
Landrover has been converted to provide both starter
facilities and mid-point facilities between a RadioTaxi
and its base station. The most significant permanent
circuit project was the self provision of all the sound,
vision, and control circuits associated w i t h the
transfer of Parliamentary Broadcasting facilities to 4
Millbank. Fixed radio links for television have also
been completed between Belfast & Londonderry,
Brighton & Rowridge, Mold & Bangor and between
Gortin Forest & Brougher Mountain.

Telecommunications Networks
The PABX work continues i n the planning of the
major PABX replacements at Television Centre and
Broadcasting House. A number of smaller PABXs
have been replaced over the year at local radio
stations as part of the programme to have a fully
digital voice network. New PABXs were also installed
at Belfast, Blackstaff and Southampton. Work has
also been carried out at Leeds to combine two PABXs
into one using DPNSS signalling protocol, enabling
greater use of overall exchange line capacity in the
region.
The transmission of data between centres in the BBC
continues to grow, and as part of the planning of the
BBC integrated voice and data backbone a major audit
of the current network has been carried out. Other
major projects successfully completed include Electronic News Service to local radio stations, move of
Finance to Cardiff, and a disaster standby network for
the Sulgrave House computer centre.

Comms and Business Systems
The Communications and Business Systems Section
(CBSS), formerly Information Technology Engineering, has become part of TED. Projects have been
carried out for the Regional, Engineering, Finance,
Personnel and 'Corporate' Directorates, as well as
Enterprises and World Service Television.
The 'Basys' newsroom system for regional premises
is close to completion, w i t h installations at some 5 4
sites. Work has also been undertaken into t h e
provision of the COPPER Ill personnel system within
regional premises, with access using the rapidlygrowing X25 packet-switched data network.
Various systems have been provided or moved as a
result of office relocations involving White City,
Warwick, Woodlands and Avenue House. A major
project nearing completion is the provision of IT
facilities within the new Ty Oldfield building in
Cardiff. Following the success of the White City
installation, structured cabling was again proposed to
provide flexibility for the future. This plan w a s
accepted -despite ~ t higher
s
initial cost - and the
network designed and installed to a very tight
schedule.

A networked 'Corporate Management' system has
been provided for senior members of the Board of
Management and to the Chairman's office. Office
automation networks have also been provided for
Policy and Planning Unit and International Relations.

Power Systems
Major HV and LV reinforcements and replacements
have been provided at Television Centre and Elstree.
Also, in conjunction w i t h BES Tel and PID Tel, two
1 8 5 kVA UPS systems and a second diesel generator
have been provided to protect Television Centre from
mains interruptions.
As part of the Powerline Project a 500 kVA UPS has
been provided at BH and work has started on replacement diesel generators, LV refurbishment and conversion to 11 kV supply intake.
O n Ascension Island, the 9 0 0 0 gallon per day
drinking water production and supply facility is being
replaced. This system serves the 9 0 0 residents of the
island.
Power Systems projects have been undertaken at
many transmitting stations including Skelton, Orfordness, Antigua, Masirah, and domestic radio and
television transmitters. Of particular note is the relighting of 1 3 masts to new CAA-recommended
flashing-xenon standards.

Antenna Systems
Mixed polarisat~onhas been provided at 1 0 more FM
transmitting stations as a result of re-engineering, 1 2
new filler stations have been completed, and additional channel combining equipment has been installed at a number of stations to increase the
coverage of Radio 1 and Radio 4. In addition, antenna
installations have been provided for Local Radio
at Surrey-Berkshire, Sheffield, Leeds, CWR and
Wiltshire.
A n e w self-supporting 8-Lambda UHF cardioid
antenna has been developed for relay sites and
successfully commissioned at Methyr Tydfil and
M i l b u r n M u i r . A replacement high power UHF
antenna has been provided at Heathfield.
SHF a n t e n n a systems have been provided a t
Brougher Mountain (via Gortin Forest), Moel-y-Parc
and Rowridge. Also, a 7 GHz rotating dish for outside
broadcasts has been installed at Pontop Pike.
At Skelton C 1 5 wide-band antennas have been
provided, together with coaxial feeder distribution
a n d a coaxial s w i t c h i n g matrix. Planning has
continued for the replacement at BERS Masirah of
the existing antenna field by 1 2 new HF wide-band
antennas, fed from the existing balanced screen
switching matrix.

Skelton C n e w towers and antennas under construction
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Transmitters
Major HF development at Skelton C was completed
this year with four 300 kW transmitters entering
service in time for the beginning of the Winter
schedule.
At Rampisham, two new 500 kW transmitterswere in
service by the end of June and have since achieved a
good reliability record. These transmitters represent
state of the art technology which incorporate energy
saving features such as A M Companding (AMC) and
the ability to operate in Single Side Band Mode as
standard.
Work has proceeded through the first nine months of
1991 . t o connect the 1 3 transmitters, associated
antennas and matrix switches to the new Automatic
Switching System(ACS) which was installed at Zyghi
(Cyprus) in December 1990.
Transmitter Section i s currently modifying 2 4
Marconi B6034, 5 0 kW transmitters in the UK to
operate i n AMC mode. This project is expected to
achieve a reduction in energy costs of 20% without
any degradation to the service area.
UHF Main Station re-engineering was completed at
Belmont, Sandy Heath and Mendip with three more
re-engineering projects starting at Divis, Durris and
Waltham.
Replacement of the 200 W travelling-wave tube
amplifiers has continued with twelve more stations
being re-engineered with LGT equipment this year.
Ten main UHF stations were modified on target to
meet the opening of the NlCAM 728 service, now
available to 73% of the population.
FM high power re-engineering work was completed
this year w i t h the 10kW amplifier installations
at Divis, Pontop Pike and Meldrum. Medium power
re-engineering w o r k at Rosemarkie, Ashkirk,
Morecambe Bay, Llandrindod Wells and Haverfordwest is now i n progress.
Two containerised FM transmitter systems, for four
services each, were constructed this year and have
greatly assisted the re-engineering work. In the
future these containers will provide an emergency
FM transmitter facility.

By the end of this financial year the population
coverage of network FM radio w i l l have been
extended by 87,000 people with the completion of
twelve new low power FM filler relays.
The spread of Radio 1, and Radio 4 to Scotland and
Wales, has progressed with the re-engineering and
filler programmes. Radio 1 and Radio 4 at Llangollen
is due to be completed before the end of January
1992. Redruth Radio 1 wascompleted in 1991, ahead
of schedule.
During the year Local Radio transmitters for
Berkshire (Oxford), Surrey (Sussex), Suffolk,
Leicestershire, Sussex and CWR have been put into
service.

Monitoring and Control
New Automatic Control Systems have been completed at the World Service HF stations at Cyprus and
Skelton C bringing the number equipped with this
equipment to seven.
The television distribution network has been
extensively upgraded w i t h dual Sound-in-Sync
codecs, replacing an old mono system. The transmitters have been equipped with DQPSK modulators
which accept digital signals direct from S-I-S, or from
off-air rebroadcast receivers. This enables television
stereo sound to remain digital all the way from studio
to the home receiver.
Re-engineering of VHF transmitter control systems
and provision of new services continues: major
projects have been completed i n North Wales,
Northern Ireland, North East, and North East
Scotland. RDS expansion also continues apace: the
static service has been extended to over 99% of BBC
VHF services throughout the UK, and work is on
schedule to complete the first phase of Travel Service
to serve 75% of England. Support has also been given
to the RDS Project Team with the aim of promoting
the EON feature of RDS.

TELEVISION

LONDON STUDIOS
The closure of Lime Grove necessitated
finding a new studio for The Late Show.
PID Tel adapted TC7 for this DurDose bv
installing a Neve stereb sound desk ( e x ' ~ y d e5 OB
vehicle) to augment the existing Calrec desk which
was i n turn modified on site for stereo operation.
Additional VT replay sources and graphics devices
were also installed. Additionally an area of the
East Tower was converted to provide a dedicated
recording, editing, and graphics preparation facility.
Studios TC1, TC3, TC4, and TC8 now have Thomson
FIT CCD cameras installed. Each has a range of full
facility, and companion lightweight, cameras. The
cameras are fitted with Fujinon 15:1 zoom lenses
optimised for CCD formats.
1991 brought about a significant change i n the
weather. PID Tel w i t h ACED have built a dedicated
centre for BBC Weather Broadcasting at Television
Centre, consisting of a Radio Studio, Television
Studio, and Forecasting Office. The Radio Studio
works directly to Broadcasting House and produces
the national broadcast previously transmitted from
the London Weather Centre. The Television Studio
will be used to present all the broadcasts previously
created in the Weather Office Studio and Presentation Studio A. The Forecast Office houses all the
equipment necessary to receive weather data and
compile the forecasts for both Radio and Television.
The project also provides equipment to allow onscreen enhancements to the weather forecasts. This
includes computer controlled vision mixing facilities,
and laser disc players/recorders to provide 'stings',
which will be used to open and close the broadcasts
and eventually for animations during the forecast.

NETWORK TRANSMISSION AREA A N D
PRESENTATION INFORMATION &
CONTROL SYSTEM
The Network Transmission area being developed
o n t h e second floor of t h e Central wedge of
Television Centre w i l l provide facilities for a sharper,
more upfront presentation style t o fully exploit
opportunities to promote programmes. The Presentat i o n I n f o r m a t i o n a n d C o n t r o l S y s t e m (PICS)
integrates the editorial and transmission computer
system with the three Network Control Suites.
PICS w i l l assist the editorial functions associated
with preparing the three (expandable to six) Daily
Transmission Schedules and w i l l be able to automate
transmission i n accordance with them.

PICS w i l l accept schedules f r o m t h e existing
Programme Planning computer three weeks before
transmission. Junction details are then inserted with
information o n promotions, scripts, and programmes,
including i n and out timecodes and other transmission details. A few hours before transmission the
schedule is copied to the control system.
The editorial system w i l l provide the Presfax service
for the Regions, taking information directly from the
schedule and scripts. For Teletext, PICS will automatically update the TV listings of Ceefax, control the
insertion of subtitles and could be developed to
provide Programme Delivery Control (PDC) information for controlling home VCR machines.
Two Panasonic MARC automated VTR systems, each
with five D3 VTRs, form the heart of the playout
system which w i l l be controlled by PICS. Vision
distribution is analogue-composite and the audio
system is implemented digitally to the AES/EBU
standard.

ELSTREE
New technical facilities and accommodation have
been provided for 'EastEnders' on the Elstree site
alongside the existing Albert Square lot. A 1,000sq m
sound stage has been created within an existing
storage building on the site, and a two-storey prefabricated building has been erected for dressing
rooms, make-up, costume and other support areas.
The performance area, known as 'Stage One', has
been equipped w i t h four lightweight CCD cameras, a
simple stereo sound mixing desk, VT recording
machines, a large complement of luminaires and
dimmers, a Iighting control system, and telecommunicattions facilities. The building structure is very
different from the expensive, massive construction of
a purpose built studio, so particular attention was
given to creating a good acoustic environment i n a
cost-effective way.
The project, which was managed by PID Tel w i t h
considerable support from ACED and other departments, was completed i n six months, entering service
i n early July 1991.
Studio C, no longer required for 'EastEnders', has
been converted to the permanent home of 'Top of the
Pops'. Sound, Vision and Communications are linked
to Studio A Gallery, via new facility boxes on Studio C
floor, whilst Iighting control is retained i n theStudioC
gallery.

New dressing room block for 'EastEnders'.

'Stage One' performance area under construction

Video effects a n d m i x i n g facilities have been
enhanced, and extra sound tie-lines and a portable
mixer added. A second lighting control desk has been
added, w i t h extra dimmers, luminaires, and switchgear, and portable winches to carry new lighting
trusses.

Although our testing has ensured that all machines
accepted have beeen made to meet the rigorous
specifications necessarily laid down for modern video
recorders, detailed investigations by PID Tel and Post
Production staff are continuing. Evaluation of the D3
digital camcorder, w h i c h w i l l be used for t h e
Barcelona Olympics, and various aspects of the
MARC multi-cassette machine (incorporating D3
VCRs) for the n e w Network Transmission Area, has
also been carried out.

UHF TALKBACK EQUIPMENT
Work is i n progress to replace all VHF studio radio
talkback equipment throughout the BBC. New UHF
equipment is now i n service throughout Television
Centre and the main production studios at Elstree.
Installation at several of t h e regional centres
has also been completed and the remainder are to be
finished by March 1992. The new talkback system
was designed by Wood & Douglas to a PID Tel
Specification.

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS
The Betacam SP format VCRs (and the related
camcorders) have provided a significant workload for
PID Tel (18 8 VCRs or camcorders accepted by early
November) partly caused by a concerted effort to
replace High Band U-matic i n the regions at the
beginning of the year. There are currently well over
1,200 Betacam SP machines i n service throughout
the BBC.
The purchase of a Betacam SP Library Management
System (or Multi-Cassette Machine) towards the end
of 1990 has provided useful experience i n this type of
equipment, which has not been without its problems.
The first batch of production D3 studio VCRs was
accepted i n Osaka, Japan at the end of January
1991. Immediately afterwards, acceptance testing
commenced i n the UK leading to a total of 4 8
machines having been handled by July.
By the beginning of Novemberover 1 0 0 D3VCRs had
been accepted and delivered. At that time a number
had been usedfor all aspects of Network Promotions,
some for important stereo programmes, and early i n
1992 the D3 w i l l become the main Post Production
VTR. Some have been delivered for use by OBs,
OUPC, Studios, and to enable support by Engineering
Training.

STAGE V
Installation of the technical facilities throughout the
Stage V block is n o w almost complete. Systems
design and installation has been carried out under
contract by seven companies, with project management by PID Tel.
Following intensive periods of technical acceptance
a n d o p e r a t i o n a l t r a i n i n g b y Post P r o d u c t i o n
Resources staff, five telecine areas o n the first floor
entered service progressively during the last six
weeks of 1991. I n mid-November, two on-line edit
suites w e r e brought i n t o service, earlier t h a n
planned, to service the 'Reportage' programme. The
bulk of the Television Centre production operation,
including more than twenty videotape cubicles and
eight further on-line edit suites, w i l l move to Stage V
i n a tightly scheduled operation during January 1992.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY
A 1 8 5 kW, b u l k u n i n t e r r u p t i b l e power supply
has been installed to maintain essential services i n
NCA. Located i n Stage V basement area, it provides a
no-break supply designed to support full load for a
minimum of 2 0 minutes, should the normal mains
input supply fail. This allows time for switching to the
reserve mains or diesel supply, thus maintaining
programme output under mains failure conditions.

REMOTE CONTROL OF LONDON
SWITCHING CENTRE
For many years the Switching Centre i n Broadcasting
House provided equalisation for BT (formerly Post
Office) vision circuits, and connected the circuits to
Television Centre, either by manual plugging or, for
regularly used routes, via a Pro-be1 video matrix. It
was possible t o control some of these circuits from
the Centre, but not all, and it was decided about two
years ago to extend the remote control facility to cover

all the switching functions. The alternative - to reroute all vision circuits directly to the Centre- would
have b e e n considerably m o r e expensive. T h e
extensive work required to provide full control from
the Centre has n o w been completed, including the
transfer of the equalising equipment to CAR and
SCAR, and the provision of n e w equalising equipment at the OB receiving points at Swains Lane and
Crystal Palace - previously incoming OB circuits
were equalised at the Switching Centre.
A separate control system has also been installed for
LOCO (London Coaxial Circuits), the coaxial circuits
permanently connected to high profile locations i n
London such as Buckingham Palace and 10 Downing
Street, so that these circuits can also be controlled
from CAR and SCAR. The special remotely-controlled
path length equalisers required were designed and
manufactured by D&ED, and the installation was
carried out by PID Tel.

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS
Type 5 CMCR Camera Replacement
After nearly ten years service o n four Type 5 outside
broadcast vehicles the Phillips LDK5 cameras have
been replaced w i t h a range of Sony full-facility
lightweight CCD cameras. This has not only improved
picture quality and reliability levels, but has also
allowed the use of much lower outside broadcast
lighting levels. This is n o w an important factor at
some sensitive venues, where only the minimum
impact on the event itself is acceptable.

Type 7 CMCR
Five Type 7 Outside Broadcast vehicles have been
accepted from Sony by a team of PID Tel Engineers.
Each vehicle contains three separate areas: Sound,
Production/Engineering, and VT. A very compact
split level design has been achieved w i t h production
staff seated above and behind the engineering staff.
Thevehlclesare nominally equippedwith three lightweight cameras but facilities are provided to allow up
to eight cameras to be deployed.
The VT area contains three recorders; one as an
acquisition machine and t w o as an edit pair. A n editor
can be installed very simply so that complete programmes can be made.

Type 7 product~ondesk and monitor stack.

The CMCRs are based o n a rigid vehicle chassis built
to the maximum legal length of 1 2 metres and are
capable of accepting up to ten cameras. Two vision
mixers can be accommodated w i t h i n the CMCR,
so t h a t s e p a r a t e p r o g r a m m e s c a n be m a d e
simultaneously by one CMCR, eg to provide coverage
of t w o courts at Wimbledon. A Calrec sound desk
provldes 32 stereo channels.
To provide greater flexibility than previous CMCRs,
the Type 8 has an additional facilities area at the front
of the vehicle. This can be used variously as a
videotape area, to provide a starter link, or to provide
DVE facilities. To provide t h e operational space
requlred for lengthy complex programmes such as
golf, both the production monitor stack and the
production area nearside can be expanded through
the side of the vehicle.

The sound area contains a Calrec 2 4 - c h a n n e l
console, and stereo monitoring is also offered i n the
production area. The sound area also contains a very
large communications system. This uses a BBC M k 2
communications system whose configuration can be
changed using a pin matrix.

Type 8 CMCR
I n December 1990 PID Tel placed a contract with
Quantel Broadcast Systems for five Type 8 CMCRs.
These w ~ l replace
l
the Type 5 CMCRSs which have
been i n service for some ten years.

F ~ r sType
t
8 CMCR under construction

Mobile Videotape
Television OBs at Kendal Avenue have recently put
into sevice two new vehicles capable of complex
editing operations, while at the same time recording,
or replaying to network. On complex OBs they can do
the work currently covered by t w o vehicles, thus
saving space, rigging time, and effort.
Each vehicle can accommodate up to six machines,
and can control a further three in an adjacent vehicle.
The normal complement of machines is a combination of 1 -inch C-Format, Betacam-SP and 0 3 digital
format. A Sony BVE-900 edit controller can be used to
control any combination of machines, the Vistek
T8000vision mixer and Glensound 12-channel audio
mixer. The layout is very flexible - i n fact on at least
one occasion the first of these vehicles has been used
w i t h no less than 1 6 machines for a major sporting
event.

Mobile videotape vehicle.

REGIONS
Presentation Desks
This project was initiated because the old Regional
presentation desks could not pass stereo Network
signals during local opt-out routines. Due to the
single person operation, the ergonomic design of the
desk was of paramount importance. A customised
control surface was designed to operate a standard
Grass Valley Master 21 vision mixer.
A contract'was placed by PID Tel for six full desks for
Newcastle, Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol,
and Norwich. Plymouth and Southampton had
Master 21s installed as part of the main studio
refurbishments and therefore had a limited requirement to provide the custom control surface and its
interface to the mixer.
Feedback from presenters has been favourable, most
c o n s i d e r i n g t h e desk easier t o u s e t h a n i t s
predecessor.

New presentation desk b e ~ n ginstalled at Bristol

Note
Television developments at individual regional
centres and for NCA are described under 'Regions'
and 'News & Current Affairs' respectively.

RADIO

BROADCASTING HOUSE
This has been a year dominated by
scaffolding! When Radio's New Broadc a s t i n g Centre a t W h i t e Citv w a s
cancelled in earl; 1990, a new accommddation
strategy had to be developed. We have now begun to
implement this strategy - the first four phases of
'Topdeck' are already occupied. The objective is to
completely refurbish thetop threefloorsof BH and BH
Extension (BHX) to provide 'high tech' offices with
workshop production facilities. Site work has now
moved to BH itself, where all the main services, some
of them 60 years old, are being replaced. This major
project will be complete in May 1992.
In the sub-basement, we have installed a 500 kVA
Uninterruptible Power Supply which feeds our
broadcasting and computer plant. Two additional
generator sets were installed, and workwill continue
during 1992 to replace the main power intake,
switchboards and distribution busbars throughtout
the building.
While all this site activity has been taking place, we
have been planning the Extension to BHX -working
title BHXX - which is to be located on what is at
present the Duchess Street Car Park. We expect to
start on site in April 1992. This extension provides
much needed additional space on our freehold central
property. In addition, it will enable us to solve some of
the servicing and circulation problems which have
affected BHX since it was built. In short, BHXX
enables us to make the BH Complex work as a
Broadcasting Centre rather than a jumble of
buildings.

Radio 1 was provided with a new presenter-operated
suite in time for thestart of their 24-hour service. The
suite is capable of being presenter-only driven, or
operating with the help of a studio manager for more
complex shows.
Radio 5, after a year on the air, was provided with a
similar presenter-operated facility to handle their
simpler transmissions. This enabled the release of
their more complex studios for other work.

ENGINEERING OPERATIONS CENTRE
With the completion of the various elements of the
system - monitoring, routeing, communications,
alarms, etc - work has now commenced on their
final integration. When complete next year, there will
be a number of positions, each of which is capable of
carrying out the full range of 'control room' duties.
Thus it will be possible to staff the area according
to load rather than as at present, staffing every
individual dedicated position at all times.
As well as the technical work, the old 'control room'
has been totally refurbished, including removing the
abestos-lined ductwork, without losing a minute of
programme.
Another satellite receiving dish - in this case a
steerable dish - was installed to provide backup to
our existing facility, and to allow us to access other
space segments. The use of a satellite link has now
become our standard method of setting up stereo OB
links from outside the London Area.

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS
STUDIO REFURBISHMENTS
Maida Vale4was refurbished this year, joining Maida
Vale 5 to make our premier music recording complex
the most up-to-date, as well as the most productive,
in the country.

No new major vehicles were completed this year,
although some updating work has been done to the
existing fleet. The two unique and well liked Mobile
Studios which are now nine years old, were given a
facelift which should extend their life for another
five years.

Maida Vale 6 has been the target of a major rebuildins
exercise which will convert it into an up-to-date
Drama Studio. Drama production will then be centred
on the much quieter Maida Vale site rather than
noisy BH.

The BBC Radio Control Room at the Royal Albert Hall
has been completely refurbished and re-equipped to
handle all but the most complex shows.

In BH itself, we have concentrated on constructing a
number of temporary facilities which will enable us to
take the basement studios out of service next year for
their first major refurbishment in 3 0 years. Studio S1
has been equipped w ~ t h
the first of a new generation
of multi-purpose transmission sultes based on the
SSL 5000seriesdesk. It currently handles most of the
Radio 2 daytime output while the main Radio 2
studios are being rebuilt

This area can always be relied on to come up with
some new technology, and 1991 was no exception.
We have installed a Sonic Solution 'No-Noise' audio
processing system with associated CD Maker. This is
in continuous use either recovering noisy recordings
to a usable form, or i n making CDs for our Sound
Archive. The CD has now replaced the 33 rpm vinyl
disc as our standard archive medium.

RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP

BBC R a d ~ oSurrey's stud10centre was d e s ~ g n e dby ACED

Regions
N e w control room for Stud104, MaIda Vale

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Work to expand and consolidate the Radio-wide
C o m p u t e r N e t w o r k I n f r a s t r u c t u r e (CNI) h a s
continued. The data hubs and the main file servers
have been relocated i n their proper secure areas, and
the latter upgraded to cope w i t h the ever increasing
load.
Personnel and Finance information is n o w available
to Department Heads on their terminals. The Radio 5
production planning system will soon be ioined by a
similar but more c'mprehensive one for Radio 2.'ln
the meantime, the use of the CNI for other data
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s purposes i s increasing, t h u s
justifying the investment i n such a comprehensive
system.

The quantity of Regional work has declined this year.
However, w e still managed to open (or nearly open)
Local Radiostations in Reading (Berkshire), Guildford
(Surrey) and Southampton (Solent). The new building
for Radio Cumbria has now begun to rise from the
ground, and w i l l be equipped next year.
Edinburgh Broadcasting Centre was at last opened
a f t e r a d i f f i c u l t r e f u r b i s h m e n t . The r e s u l t i n g
restoration of the Georgian Buildings coupled w i t h
the high tech Studios has been admired by many
visitors, b u t i t w a s h a r d getting there! M i n o r
projects continue i n all of the Regions - Studio 1 i n
Birmingham, Belfast CTA. Glasgow CTA, Stornoway,
Manchester, etc.

WORK CARRIED OUT FOR OTHER
DIRECTORATES
News & Current Affairs
The Millbank Radio Studios went into service during
the year, replacing the 'temporary' Bridge Street
Radio Studios which have seen many more years
service than they were designed for.
A second 'News Transit' has entered service. These
vehicles give more accommodation and technical
facilities than the well known taxis, but are still small
enough to get to most locations.
We have continued work on the News Traffic Area i n
BH - the control point for all correspondents. The
work has been i n difficulties because of the main
contractor's financial difficulties, but an alternative
course of action has been agreed, and there i s now
light at the end of the tunnel.

Central Directorates
We continue to support the White City Phase 1
building, where a completly redesigned Broadband
Distribution system has been installed. This became
necessary w h e n NCA moved into the first floor,
bringing w i t h them a need for more outlet pointsthan
the original system could support i n total! The new
system carries40 FM channelsand 2 0 UHF television
channels on one cable. There is nocopper ringmain in
the building.

Edmburgh Studio 5 presenter-operated area

RADIO DATA SYSTEM
This year saw the necessary financial and operational
agreements for a full RDS travel service fall into
place. Much preparatory work has been done, and the
system is n o w coming on stream. When complete, by
mid-92, the initial phase w i l l provide a travel service
t o about 80% of the population of England. Later
phases w i l l complete England, followed by t h e
National Regions.

ENGINEERING TRAINING
T h i s year s a w t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n of a r e v i s e d
Engineering training scheme. The n e w scheme puts
less emphasis on formal training during the first year,
although there are still two important periods spent at
ETD. The main innovation is the introduction of a
number of modules which can be taken during the
second year of training. or later i n an engineer's
career if appropriate. The scheme looks set to gain IEE
accreditation, and is proving to be popular w i t h both
trainees and managers.

WORLD SERVICE

BUSH HOUSE DEVELOPMENTS
Central Technical Area (CTA)
The n e w CTA went into service over
the weekend of 16/17 February 1991, coincident
with a marked expansion of broadcasting effort
prompted by the start of the Gulf War. I n spite of this
added complication, the changeover was achieved
without mishap, due mainly to the combined efforts
and dedication of Engineers from Projects and
Planning and staff from Programme Operations. New
facilities provided by the CTA include the ability to
schedule a programme switch at any time, increased
capacity for programme streams and transmitter
chains, plus some stereo routeing and monitoring
capability.

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
Facilities have been provided within the CTA to send
and receive programme material over the ISDN network. There are at present three ISDN lines equ~pped
with Audio/Digital Codes to CClTT G722 standard.
.These are used regularly for dispatches to and from
BBC offices and other broadcasters throughout the
world. Future use of this facility is expected to
include back-up programme feeds to cover outages
on permanent programme circuits to World Service
transmitters.

Studios
The new continuities in Centre Block South have
entered service, including daily use for the new 'BBC
for Europe' programmes. New transmission suites
have also been brought to successful completion,
including their annexes which form part of the total
of n i n e s e l f - o p e r a t e s t u d i o s t h a t have b e e n
commissioned. Fifteen audio workshops have been
completed, enabling Programme Services to have
easy access to preparation areas. I n t h e Tape
Operations Room high-speed and real-time copying
systems have entered service.

PI a n n i n g c o n t i n ues f o r t h e r e f u r b i s h m e n t of
the ground floor South East Wing and Centre Block
North at Bush House, to provide studio and office
accommodation.
The major accommodation reorganisation for Transcription Service at Kensington House has been
completed, and facilities for the change to Compact
Disc (CD) have been provided by a CD mastering suite
and digital editing suite. A scheduling computer
system has been installed for use by the operations
manager.

EDiT
EDiT, an acronym, for Editing Distribution and
Translation, went into trial service on 28 October w i t h
an initial population of about 300 terminals and 1 0 0
printers, just one year after placing a contract w i t h
Basys Ltdfor the main system. After a four week user
familiarisation period EDiT took over from the ageing
EDS (Electronic Distribution System) at the end of
November 1991.
The system provides access to a central database of
both raw and processed material for all programme
departments i n Bush House, Queens House and
Caversham via a network of nearly 1 0 0 0 terminals
and 4 0 0 printers.
Projects and Planning engineers were involved
closely with the design of the computer network,
which makes extensive use of fibre optic digital
interface technology and is claimed by DEC to be one
of the largest networks of its kind i n the world. I n
addition to the numerous fibre optic cables, over
1 0 0 km of copper cable was installed t o provide
connections to terminals and printers.
To ensure compliance w i t h the VDU code of practice
and the soon to be introduced EEC regulations, the
EDiT project included the refurnishing and re-lighting
of over400offices in Bush House and Queens House.

Computers

I\re;.i Cont c,,;v
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Apart from the normal 'run of the mill' supply of
Personal Computers and portable systems, t h e
Computer Team has provided systems for Broadcast
Coverage Department, Personnel, Transcription,
Central Talks and Features and many others. Current
p r o j e c t s i n c l u d e t h e p r o v i s i o n of a Financial
Management Information system which w i l l provide
managers w i t h i n f o r m a t i o n o n t h e i r budgets,
commitments, etc. Phase 1 of this project, providing
n e w facilities i n Finance Department, w i l l be
complete i n April 1992. Phase 2, providing access to
the system for all department heads, follows i n
September 1992.

Rampisham
The t w o new 5 0 0 k W transmitters are n o w i n service
and Rampisham n o w houses ten 500kW automatic
transmitters and 3 4 antennas.

Daventry

N e w semi-flex~ble50-ohm coaxial feeders at Skelton C

IMPROVING BROADCASTING
COVERAGE
(See also 'Transmission')
Skelton C
The four n e w 3 0 0 kW transmitters are n o w in service
together w i t h their associated 15 new antennas. The
first t w o transmitters entered w i t h the Summertime
1991 Schedule and the second t w o w i t h the Wintertime 1991/92 Schedule. Five n e w antennas were
provided at Skelton A as part of the same programme
of work.

Daventry w i l l be closed i n t h e spring of 1 9 9 2
following the return of four 2 5 0 kW transmitters at
Woofferton t o World Service use (from Voice of
America). Plans to redeploy the six automatic 3 0 0 kW
transmitters currently at Daventry I n t h e most
effective way have n o w been finalised.

Thailand
A number of possible sites have been investigated
and the process of choosing the best one is now i n
hand. Negotiations with the Thai Authorities about
the t e r m s of t h e broadcast agreement w i l l be
progressed as soon as possible.

WARC - PROGRESS
The international discussions o n the development of
a n acceptable planning system for HF broadcasting
continueat a reduced level. A t the ITU Administrative
Council meeting in May 1991 the decision was taken
to postpone the proposed 1993 HFBC WARC to 1995
t o allow a Special Plenipotentiary Conference on the
future structure of the International Telecommunication Union to be held in December 1992.
Consequently, following previous decisions to reduce
t h e resources of t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Frequency
Registration Board i n t h e testing of t h e 1 9 8 7
improved Planning system, the IFRB decided not to
complete the testing and therefore no detailed work is
currently being undertaken.
The 1992 Re-allocation WARC w i l l seek to increase
the spectrum for HF Broadcasting but there will be
strong pressure to restrict use of the extra spectrum
to transmissions operating i n a reduced carrier SSB
mode.

MONITORING
Work is under way on a number of schemes that w i l l
provide new reception facilities to meet the changing
and increasing needs of Monitoring, largely resulting
from events i n Eastern Europe. These include a reengineering of t h e MF-HF reception operation,
installation of a fourth 11-metre satellite dish, and
the installation of a remote receiving station for
signalsfrom theTransCaucasus. To complement this,
a n additional 3 0 monitoring work-stations will be
provided.
A t Crowsley Park the receiving aerials have been
refurbished and additional aerials have been
provided.

3 0 0 k W Marconi Balun at Skelton C.

The construction of the eastern extension and refurbishment of the ground floor of the main mansion
are i n progress.

NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS

WORLD SERVICE TELEVISION
NEWS

Accommodation on Technical Level 5 of Stage V,
then used as a tape store, and an office adjacent
to the existing WSTV newsroom were identified as
potentially suitable a n d released by Television
Service. A large (by News standards) edit suite (VINI)
could be divided into a tape Transmission Suite and
Edit Suite, and a tape store i n the Spur could be
converted into an edit suite. It was decided that the
existing N3 Gallery could be used provided that the
DVE operation providedfor N1 and N2 could be moved
elsewhere. A project team led by NCA Resource
Development was formed w i t h members drawn from
NCA, ACED and PID Tel.

During July 1991 negotiations between
World Service Television Ltd (WSTV) and
a Hong Kong based broadcaster began to indicate that
a deal for the supply of a 24-hour News service was
likely to be signed. A Newsroom had already been
provided by News and Current Affairsfor World Service
Television in February 1991 to enable a daily half
hour news service to Europe to be originated from
News studio N2. Provision of a 24-hour service would
mean that facilities could no longer be shared.
The minimum requirements to originate the service
were identified as a studio able to accommodate
t w o presenters, additional accommodation for
journalists, and additional videotape editing and
replay facilities.

The Stage V tape store required removal of the
suspended ceiling, relocation of the sprinkler pipes,
provision of supplementary split pack cooling,
formation of an entrance lobby and the provision of

Worid Service Telev~sionNews studlo.
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acoustic treatment. The technical equipping included
a wall mounted lighting grid, cyclorama track,
twelve dimmers controlled from N3 and, for the first
time, Balcar 'cold' fluorescent soft lights were used
w i t h additional tungsten keys. Three Sony M 7
cameras, with Autoscript prompter hoods, mounted
on Vinten Microswift remote control heads and
tripods, were cabled back to camera control units in
N3's apparatus room. Radio talkback was provided for
the floor manager and full communications facilities
for the two presenters. Local microphone amplifiers,
jackfields, power supplies and distribution amplifiers
were housed i n two bays at one end of the studio.
Basys terminals for the presenters and a Basys
printer were also provided in the studio. A new nearhorizontal cable route was formed between the studio
and N3. Previously all technical cables between
Main Block and Stage Vwent via the single basement
cable route.
The WSTV production office required accommodation
for eight additional journalists. Additional space was
made available by removing internal partitions and
relocating existing staff to two adjacent offices.
Eight Basys terminals, ring main audio and video
monitoring, and expanded telephone facilities were
provided.
Editing and tape replay facilities were provided by
dividing VTNI in the fourth floor Spur VTArea into two
areas. One half now known as TX4 was equipped
with an existing Sony Betacart machine and two
BVW65 replay machines, and provides all the replay
facilities to N3 for the WSTV output. The Betacart was
interfaced to the Basys machine control system. The
second half provided a two machine Betacam SP edit
suite w i t h U-matic replay and on-line record
facilities, and an Audio Developments sound mixer
was installed. An additional two machine edit suite
was constructed in a former tape store.

World Service Television News control gallery.

BBC signed a lease for the first floor of 4 Millbank, a
rebuilt Edwardian office building some 200 yards
from the Palace of Westminster. The building fit-out
of the 18000 sq ft floor began in June, followed
by the start of technical installation in September.
This was completed In time for the handover i n
February/March 1991, and broadcast~ngstarted on
1 4 April, coinciding with the start of the summer
Parliamentary session.
The technical facilities at Millbank consist of a 1000
sq ft three camera television studio, a single camera
studio shared with radio, three dedicated radio studio
suites, a small self-op radio studio and a dubbing/
preparation area. Dedicated recording areas for radio
and television are equipped to make multiple copies
of the outputs of both Parlimentary Chambers, with
computer assistance being installed in the TV area.
There are eight VT edit suites i n a block, some with
connections to the graphics area. This latter area is
provided with caption generators and picture stores,
and has recently been upgraded by the addition of a
'paintbox'. The playout of recorded television material
via the local studio and also direct to regional centres
is handled by an eight machine VT transmission area
located close to the studio and tape library.

Modifications required to N3 Gallery included the
relocation of N1 and N2 DVE control system, the
provision of a two channel Charisma DVE for World
Service use, phone out equipment, additional Basys
terminals and a printer, and an Autoscript operator's
position.
The project was completed i n time for rehersals and
went on air within eight weeks of approvals.

PARLIAMENTARY BROADCASTING
Following the decision i n 1 9 8 9 t o set up a n
experimental service to broadcast the proceedings of
the House of Commons on television, temporary
facilities were installed in various buildings in the
Westminster area. At the same time, an urgent
search was being made for a single location i n the
same area to house the permanent Parliamentary
Broadcasting facilities if the experimental service
was confirmed. This happened in May 1990, and the

M ~ l l b a n k(Westminster) small telev~sionstudio

Journalists and production staff working on both
network and regional radio and television
programmes are accommodated i n one of two newsrooms with a combined capacity of nearly 100 work
places. Each work place is equipped with a PABX
extension, ENS terminal, video and audio monitoring
facilities and a video recorder/player.

Millbank (Westm~nster)newsroom

Acable duct carries programme and communications
circuits d~rectlybetween the Palace of Westminster
and 4 Millbank, and video and audio programme
material from the two Chambers IS distr~butedto
other broadcasting organisations from the Millbank
basement area.
The Millbank Parlimentary Broadcasting Centre has
been on the air for seven months and provides
excellent worklng conditions and technical facilities
for Westminster staff

SC.4 TECHNICAL FACILITIES
AT WHITE CITY
As a result of the dec~sionto close Lime Grove
Studios, NCA programme production offices and
technical facilities housed there have been transferred to the new White City Phase 1 development.
This bullding was planned as the BBC's Corporate
Headquarters, and the servlces and structure were
d e s ~ g n e dto normal office standards. Therefore
considerable modifications had to be made to create
the new technical areas, including changes to the air

conditioning system - designed for open-plan
layouts - and reinforcing the electrical power
distribution to provide adequate 'clean' power and
earthing for the broadcasting equipment.
The technical facilities provided in White City for
NCA consist of twelve VT edit suites with varying
complements of equipment (seven new, five transferred), a Central Technical Area housing the signal
distribution and generation equipment and the
electronics for the graphics facilities, a graphics
preparation and editing room and a sound dubbing
suite with two voice-over booths and a preparation/
workshop area.
All this equipment is located i n the North-West corner
of the first floor of White City, immediately adjacent to
the programme production offices. The installation
work started at the beginning of 1991, and completion was phased to fit w i t h the individual programme
production schedules.

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
NCA Engineering Resources has made preparations
for Producer Choice and its own Directorate's aims
for the 90s by embarking on a change to a Total
Quality Management culture. A h i g h p r o f i l e
campaign of education and training is being undertaken to help the 200+ staff:
Understand changes in management style
Understand the reason for the changes
Change their attitudes
Acquire new skills and knowledge
Prepare for new ways of working
A flexible learning approach has been adopted, a key
part of which has been the development of an Open
Learning Book on total quality and customer care.
This is being written, edited, and desk-top published
entirely in-house by Engineering ResourcesTraining,
Development & Information Section.
The completed package will include sections on
quality, customers, customer service, quality improvement, personal effectiveness, communications skills,
and teamwork. Through this package it w i l l be
possible to offer a range of basic personal skills
training to staff at all levels, including those who
traditionally may have been overlooked. It also provides an opportunity to stress that everybody is
e n t i t l e d t o personal development, and t o let
individuals take some responsibility for their own
training and development. It shows a commitment to
staff training and that quality improvement is taken
very seriously.

Illustration from Open Learning package

AROUND THE EGIONS

SOUTH
New Regional Broadcasting Centre Southampton
The need for a new Broadcasting Centre was clearly
identified many years ago and after some false starts,
including consideration of moving the Television
operation to Brighton, the present site was selected.
The site is i n a prestigious position adjacent to the
Guildhall i n the centre of Southampton and includes
a number of traditional challenges to the BBC's
Engineering Departments (such as a railway line i n a
tunnel under the site and busy roads adjacent), as
well as untried challenges (such as a neighbouring
city belfry and artesian water). Negotiations to
acquire the site (at that time a car park) were under
way by 1986.
The design of the building was undertaken by ACED
and ison three floors, the main entrance b e ~ n g
on the
middle floor due to the steeply sloping nature of the
site. One of the requirements of the city planners was
that the building be of "quality and distinction" and
this brief has been met admirably with the use of
modern techniques coupled w i t h conventional
materials. An unusual feature of the building is the
useof Geothermal energy to provide both heating and
hot water - so there are no boilers at all! The
challenges of the railway, roads and even the belfry
have been met i n full and the acoustic properties of
the studios are very acceptable.
In order to ensure that maximum flexibility was
achieved, considerable research was carried out
d u r i n g t h e development of t h e fundamental
englneering infrastructure, particularly in the Television areas. Eventually a hybrid system was adopted
using analogue composite PAL for the majority of the
station w i t h an analogue component island for
graphics and post production. The 'heart' of the
infrastructure is a large matrix system comprising
three matrices with two operating under a common
control system.
The Telev~sionfacilities include part of the joint
Newsroom and the Basys electronic newsroom
system. The Newsroom, w ~ t hediting, graphics and
library areas immediately adjacent to it, forms the
heart of the South Today news operation - South's
flagship. Viewing and prevlew facilities are available
i n the Newsroom, which IS equ~ppedwith comprehens~vecommunication facilities including M 100

intercom to other areas and a GPT digital DXE 'key
and lamp' telephone system operating as a satellite
of the station's main ISDX telephone exchange.
Autoscript prompting is 'driven' from the Newsroom,
and its workstation has full studio communications
and ENS facilities. Engineering areas, the television
studio, television presentation and dubbing and
transfer areas are on the floor below the newsroom
while Southern Eye, the Region's topical feature
programme, has its production offices on the floor
above along with further editing areas.
To help minimise staffing levels and reduce the time
from rushes to air, the three-machine and all four
two-machine cutting rooms adjacent to the Newsroom are transmission capable. Each is equipped
with a BVE 6 0 0 edit controller and full communication facilities. The station routeing system minimises
restrictions in source-to-destination routeing and has
already demonstrated its flexibility and potential for
speeding the post-production of news material. It has
also enabled changes in programming and in editorial
policy during the project period to be incorporated
with little more than a strong word or two - a
compliment to the original concept. Interestingly, it is
proving fast and efficient to edit sound material from
television road cassettes for Radio Solent, using the
television edit controller, and transferring the results
to 1 /4 inch tape, rather than transfer the rushes and
edit the sound conventionally.
The main 175 square metre TV studio has been
designed to be set and lit by one man using a
comprehensive remote control system w h i c h
controls both the mechanical positioning and the
lighting levels of luminaires. Once set, lighting
control is via an Arri Image control system with a
second system providing preset lighting for self-drive
news bulletins etc in an adjacent 45 square metre
studio . The lkegami 355P cameras not.only have
remote control of exposure functions i n the normal
way, but also of pan, tilt, focus and zoom using an
Evershed Power optics system so that they, too, can
be controlled by one man, releasing valuable
acquisition effort to meet the growing need for
camera lenses in the field. The studio gallery selects
vision sources to air via a Grass Valley Group 200/2
vision mixer operated by the Assistant Producer of the
day, while for bulletins the Presenter self-drives his
own vision and sound output via a Grass Valley
Master 21 system specially modified for t h i s
application.

Southampton's new Broadcasting Centre.

One of the design objectives of the Television system
was to enhance the availability of facilities to Radio
Solent whenever possible, and Studio A and the TV
sound control room w i t h its 3 2 channel 'M' series
Calrec desk were specified with this objective in
mind, as was the Dubbing area which incorporates an
A M S Audiophile. A 'spin off' of the need to release
studio A from time-to-time for use by Radio Solent or
others has resulted i n the 3-machine editing area
vision and sound mixers being slightly enhanced to
cope with transmissions, albeit w i t h rather limited
facilities. This area can therefore also backup the
main technical system i n the event of a major fault.
The station has adopted a single video recording
format (Beta SP) throughout - A M u l t i Format area
has been installed to cope with transfers from other
formats. The station's graphics area houses t w o
Aston Caption generators, t w o Cintel Slidefiles (one
with Artfile), an Aston Wallet, a Quantel Series V
Paintbox and a variety of box and key generators etc.
The Radio installation also has been designed w i t h a
high degree of flexibility i n mind. One of the main
features of the studios is the use of 3 2 into 1 outside
sources matrices i n each studio, so that the presenter
can call up outside sources or telephone calls, and
one man programme operation is possible. The three
cubicles are fully equipped with gram decks, CD
players, cart machines, reel to reel tape machines and
are built around a 2 7 channel MBI sound desk.
Presenter control of transmitter switching is also
provided. The use of three identical cubicles means
any cubicle iscapable of going on-air and that hot seat
changes are now a thing of the past.

The ability to use the television studio has meant that
Solent does not need a dedicated recording studio
facility, although an area is still necessary for 'live'
programmes. Consquently the cubicles and phone in
area are arranged around a hexagonal studio area so
that any cubicle can work w i t h the studio as though it
is its own. A bonus has been the realisation of
excellent eye lines between all cubicles, the studio
and the phone-in area.
I n the Radio part of the Newsroom a technical
workstation has been provided which provides comprehensive copying facilities from cart, cassette and
reel-to-reel onto any other format. There is an LDS
auto-cart start system and a 48-way ringmain for
quick and comprehensive gathering of material from
radiocars, outside studios, networks etc. Facilities are
also provided to transfer material from television
formats.
Staff i n the Region are delighted with and proud of the
n e w Centre and are grateful to the main technical
contractors, MBI, Quantel Link, Calrec and Drake, to
building and fit-out contractors Miller and Tarmac
respectively, and those BBC departments - PID Tel,
RCPD, TxEng, ACED, Television Technical Investigations and many others- w h o havecontributedtothe
successful completion of the project.

Plymouth Studio and Newsroom
The extensive modernisation of the Plymouth facilities included not only a complete refurbishment of the
television studio facilities, for the first time since

plugged i n too, in order for the custom software to
operate correctly. Birmingham decided to make use of
this fully operational, but unused console, to allow
Presenters who could not operate the desk to read the
local news, while a Station Assistant controlled the
mixer.
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Remotely-controlled cameras at Plymouth.

opening in 1973, but also a new block housing an
electronic newsroom, restaurant, club facilities and
conference rooms. Other improvements included
dual-channel sound-in-syncs equipment, new BT
facilities, and an upgrading of the PSC format to
Betacam SP.
Remotely controlled lkegami 355P lightweight CCD
cameras have been provided, four in the main studio
(15m x 9m) and one in the presentation studio (5m x
6m). Other new equipment includes a Grass Valley
200-2/20 vision mixer, an Ampex ADO 100 digital
effects unit, Calrec Compact 28-channel, 4-group
stereo mixing desk, and a Rank Strand Gemini-2
lighting desk. The large Basys electron~cnewsroom
has 3 0 terminals, and services not only regional
television in Plymouth but also local radio in Devon,
Cornwall and the Channel Islands

Norwich Studio Refurbishment
PID Tel are nearing completion of a major refurbishment of television studio facilities In Norwich. The
work includes a new production control room and
sound control booth, and replacement of technical
equipment In the CTA. New Thomson 'Sporteam'
cameras are provided complete with robotics.
The project was complicated by the need to construct
a temporary installation to allow normal
programming to continue while the work proceeded.

MIDLANDS
BBC Pebble Mill : S e w s Presentation
Operations Area
In September 1991 the BBC began broadcasting in
NlCAM stereo over much of the country. A year
earlier it had been decided to replace the Calrec,'Cox
Reglonal Presentation Presenter-dr~ven
desks with a
stereo capable desk. Thls would enable the Region to
opt out without destroying the stereo image, and
allow the half hour BBC2 opts to be recorded and
transmitted in stereo.
PID Tel evaluated sound and vision mixers and
commissioned a customised panel from Plasmec,
similar In layout to the monodesks still i n service. The
custom panel connected directly into the Master-21
crate. but initially required the main console to be

Next door to the Presentation Studio there was a
scene store which was converted into a small control
room to house the Master-21 main console. The
news graphics facilities (currently an Artfile and an
A72 character generator) also moved into the control
room. This created a single Presentation Operations
area (Pres Ops), capable of providing all news
graphics for both short bulletins and the half hour
Midlands Today programme. The addition of a
Betacam SP machine made the playing in of short
stories or rushes possible for the breakfast bulletins,
when there were no VT staff available.
The space available was relatively small and a bay,
a production desk, all the graphics equipment,
a large rostrum camera frame and the existing
Artfile/A72 desk had to be squeezed into a room only
8 m by 3.4 m.
At the far end of the room there was a large dimmer
unit for the Presentation Studio, and several power
switches. A new and very much smaller dimmer unit
was purchased and fitted below the switches. The
whole lot was then enclosed in a cupboard. A window
wasalso cut in the wall between thecontrol room and
the studio. Pink Soundsoak acoustic wall coverings,
white skirting and varnished wooden doors and
window frame completed the lnstallation.
It is hoped that when the Presentation Operations
area is completed ~twill provide all the local news
graphics facilities, and short bulletin and Regional
Continuity control.

Pebble Mill Radio Studio 1
Studio 1's 24-channel type D desk has been replaced
wlth an AMS logic one which is a semi-assignable
digital console that works in conjunction with an 8track Audiofile Plus recorder/editor. Most of the bay
mounted equipment contains cooling fans which are
too noisy to allow installation in operational areas
which meant that accommodation had to be found
elsewhere.
The only available space that could be found was the
old piano store room, a full 40 m away - this pushed
the system to its limits(information between the desk
and equipment racks IS carried at 20 Mbit/sec)so that
some software and hardware modification had to be
made by AMS.
At present there are two further Audiofile Plus units
wlthin the Radio complex at Pebble Mill. It is planned
that the equipment racks for both of these will be
installed within the newly built equipment room i n

Studio One, thus creating a central processing area.
The control surfaces w i l l be situated i n separate
rooms to create two new edit suites. By keeping all of
the Audiofile Plusequipment racks i n one place, it w i l l
be possible to record eight tracks of audio onto the
Audiofile Plus linked to the Logic One desk. Using one
of the other t w o machines, it w i l l then be possible to
off-line edit the recorded material, leaving the studio
free for new recordings.

mind. The camera complement IS four standard and
three lightweight cameras fitted w i t h Canon lenses.
The vision mixer is a 24-channel Grass Valley 3 0 0
adapted so that one of the effecting banks can be
controlled by a second operator, removing the need
for a separate effects mixer. Additional effects are
produced by a 2-channel Charisma DVE, Aston
caption generators and a Rank Cintel Slide file.
The replacement of sound facilities began a year
earlier because a fire had completely destroyed the
old sound control room. The Calrec desk has a total of
6 0 channels w i t h 8 groups and 24-track recorder
facilities. Instead of conventional equipment baysthe
jackfields and ancillary equipment were built into a
wing which extended from the desk. The tapes and
disc machines were grouped at the rear of the room
around a grams stand which incorporates its o w n
mixer t o provide the main desk with a pre-mix of
recorded material.

NORTHERN IRELAND
AMS Logic One desk w ~ t hAudiophile Plus.

The Logic One is primarily a post production desk.
Although it possesses an impressive array of equalisation and dynamic capabilities, as well as full automation, it has no broadcast facilities. The specification for a separate Broadcast Interface pod was
written and subsequently tendered for. This unit is
currently being manufactured and w i l l provide all the
monitoring, talkback and transmission switching
required of a live broadcast desk.
The installation of the Logic One was completed at
the end of September 1991 and operational staff
started using the studio to soaktest this revolutionary
desk. After initial teething problems with the console
that were cured by both software and hardware
modifications, the installation proved successful for
both live transmissions and editing sessions.

NORTH
Manchester Studio A
(See also 'Architectural and Civil Engineering')
In April 91 the refurbishment of Television StudioA in
Manchester was completed. The project was carried
out by separate contracts, with the sound being done
by Calrec Audio and vision and communications by
Phillip Drake Electronics. As well as the technical
refurbishment, the studio was extended by 3,000
square feet t o allow an audience of 200 to be
accommodated. Project and contract management
was by PID Tel.
The studio was designed for minimum engineering
support, and equipment was chosen with this i n

Broadcasting House
The main r e c e ~ t i o narea of Broadcasting House has
been redesigned and n o w presents a m u c h more
pleasing and receptive image of the BBC. The main
entrance was also modified to enable easy access by
wheelchair for disabled people.
I n line with other main centres of the BBC, a major
re-work of the audio facilities i n Studio B, Comms
Area, VT Areas and TV Continuity will enable full
stereo capability when the Divis BBC1 and BBC2
Transmitters are replaced in 1992.
Studio 6, a general purpose radio studio, has been
extensively modified to enable 'self drive' operations.

Divis
The OB Lines Termination Room at the Divis Transmitter Station has been replaced and n e w 7 GHZ
receivers installed. Reverse vision circuits can n o w
be established via the Mast Head dishes with the
addition of travelling wave tube amplifiers. New PCbased remote control facilities enable switching of a
video and audio matrix and the panning of the mast
head dishes to be controlled from BH Communications Area. A further PC terminal at the Lisnagarvey
TMT Base enables the staff there t o carry out
executive switching of t h e television and radio
systems at Divis.

Outside Broadcasts
The region tookdelivery i n 1991 of a 'Compact' Radio
Links Vehicle as a replacement for a MK VII Vehicle.
The unattended radio studio i n Enniskillen has been
transferred to n e w premises i n the town and the
technical facilities have been enhanced to allow more
sophisticated programming to be carried out, i n
addition to the normal unattended mode.

N e w preparation area for Radio Scotland
Glasgow Library Management System.

SCOTLAND

The installation was carried out by local contractor,
Clyde Electronics.

Library Management System
The year 90-91 saw the introduction i n Glasgow of a
Sony LMS transmission facility to Post Production,
Scotland. The flexibility of this system has enabled
Presentation togreatly increase trails, the LMS being
used to both record and transmit packages. Early
morning regional news output has also been enhanced by moving-picture inserts played from LMS.
In the play list and loaded in the LMS are a number of
stand-by items to cover unexpected eventualities.
Scottish transmissions have greatly benefited from
this facility.
Initial problems with reliability have now been overcome. However, some features required of the LMS
by BBC Scotland have yet to be made available.
Sony recognise that BBC Scotland are the most
intensive users of LMS and productive discuss~ons
have taken place. It is anticipated that this interchange between Sony and ourselves will result in the
next version of software incorporating these required
features.

Radio preparation Areas
As a consequence of 'Funding the Future', Radio
Scotland's chief contribution to the Region's reduction in operating costs was to release posts by moving
away from employing operational specialists for
simple programme operations.
To permit production staff to prepare programmes
without specialist support, it was necessary to
provide three preparation areas each equipped with
uncomplicated equipment. Programme material will
be prepared by reporters and production staff in these
suites.
Eela SBM9O series desks were chosen because of
their simple user-friendly layout and a reputation for
robustness and reliability They were also a very
economic proposition when compared with similar
equipment.
Facilities provided include an Interviewee's microphone position, telephone lnterviewfacilitiesand one
OS line plus local sources such as disc, tape (incl
ponablel, cassette, cart and R-DAT

WALES
Cardiff Continuity Suites
This project involved the complete refurbishment of
both the TV Continuities i n Wales, replacing the
obsolete mixers.
The original Continuity Mixer in Cardiff was of the
'Knob-A-Channel' type, with a Quadrant Fader per
channel, vision and sound. This mixer is much liked
by announcers, as operation entirely by feel is easy,
and the control of fade rate, leading sound etc,
crossing between channels, is totally flexible.
After research by PIDTel, and i n consultation with the
announcers, the possibility of using a preset/transmission type mixer, with some form of memory
facility to assist with junctions, was studied. The
normal operational practice is to rehearse the
transitions, and if the mixer developed could learn the
required events and type of transition required from
the panel controls, then operation during the junction
could be much simplified.
A specification, PID113, was written, based on the
above ideas. This included a 32 input vision matrix,
input sync and phase detection, vision processing
amplifier, 24 input audio matrix with stereo audio
paths, and a number of monitoring system outputs.

Cardiff Dubbing Theatre
Following the closure of the Stacey Road premises in
Cardiff, film and video dubbing operations have been
rationalised and consolidated i n Theatre B at
Llandaff. This has resulted i n a totally automated,
d~gitalaudio mixing console being installed, the first
of this type in the Television Service.
The new suite now includes an AMS Logic console
with 28 stereo channels and 2 groups. Built into the
desk is an AMS Audiofile Plus, with 2 hours of stereo
audio hard disk storage. Peripheral analogue sources
Include multi-track tape machines, Sepmag equipment and a VTR. Both Analogue and AES/EBU
i n t e r f a c e s are p r o v i d e d , p e r m i t t i n g d i g i t a l
connections to CD players, R-DAT, and another
Audiofile in an adjacent dubbing theatre.

ARCHITECTURAL
CIVIL ENGINEER1
IN-SITU REFURBISHMEKT OF
FOUR 61M MF TOWERS

outside broadcasting structures we suggested an
alternative access scheme using two mast-climber
platforms from w h i c h the whole area could be
accessed by the painters. A specialist firm was
identified and a site survey was arranged - the
c o s t i n g s s h o w e d savings over c o n v e n t i o n a l
scaffolding with shorter erection and dismantling
times. Climber platforms were duly installed and the
mural painting artists trained i n their use and safety.
Regular inspections were carried out to ensure the
p e r f o r m a n c e of t h e p l a t f o r m s leading to t h e
successful completion of the 1700 square metre
mural ahead of schedule.

The aerial support towers used for the
medium wave services at Brookmans
Park are 65 years old and showing their age. A major
re-engineering plan is some 5 - 7 years away and to
endure this period it was considered that some major
maintenance work would be necessary.
Examination of the steelwork was difficult under 5 0
years of paint which was crazed sufficiently to reveal
corrosion of the steelwork beneath. It was decided to
replace all the paint by in-situ blast cleaning, followed
by replacement of unsound steel workand repainting
of the whole structure. A l l thiswork would have to be
done whilst maintaining normal broadcasts from the
station.

A side effect of the uncluttered wall was that time
lapse photography could be used to show the painting
and development of this mural.

TELEVISION CENTRE SATELLITE
RECEIVING DISH

The blast cleaning operation was both noisy and
dusty and the co-operation of the nearby residents
had to be obtained to allow the work to proceed within
tolerable disturbance limits.

W h e n ACED was originally asked by Television
Networks if a site for a Satellite Receiving Dish could
be found on the roof of Television Centre, our
knowledge of the bullding structure enabled us to
i d e n t i f y quickly a n area w i t h reserve loading
capabilities. This was the section of the roof known as
the 'Back Lot' which was orig~nallyintended as a roof
top studio.

As the paint was stripped off some serious decay to
the structural members was revealed, resulting in a
total of 1 64 tower components having to be replaced.
The operation was completed in a period of 28 weeks
during which time broadcasting continued without
interruption.

-

E

Repairing steel work at Brookmans Park

ACCESS PLATFORM FOR PAINTING
TELEVISION CENTRE MURAL
ACED played a considerable part in facilitating this
record-breaking painting o n the end wall of the Stage
V block at Television Centre. We were originally asked
to oversee a proposal to design and erect a giant
scaffold using conventional equipment with, of
course, t h e resultant problem of obscuring t h e
painting during application. With our experience of

New 9.2m dish at Televis~onCentre.
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To meet the reception performance requirements, the
scheme was developed around a 9.2 m diameter dish.
The steering mechanism is hydraulically driven from
a control cabin near the base of the antenna and it is
necessary that the structure is mounted rigidly to the
building frame to minimise the deflections under all
specified operational wind speeds. The permitted
deflection is 0.01 5 degrees. Of course, the antenna
frame did not match up w i t h the columns and beam of
the roof structure of Television Centre so some
interposing members were introduced o n to which
was attached the antenna frame.
Preparatory work on the roof was started i n the spring
of 1991 w i t h the rather noisy work of exposing the
tops of the stanchions of the steel frame supporting
ments asdirectly beneath the work were the Presentation and Weather Studios.
The installat~onof the antenna commenced w i t h
assembly on the roof of TC4 of the various comp o n e n t s i n t o u n i t s t o be lifted ready for f i n a l
emplacement. The component parts were lifted onto
the assembly area using a 1 4 0 tonne telescopic jibcrane. During these operations it was, of course,
necessary to ensure safety for the traffic below using
the Television Centre despatch bays.
Successfully tested, this antenna entered service at
the end of November.

MANCHESTER STUDIO A
REFURBISHMENT A N D EXTEKSION
(See also 'Regions')
This was a unique project to extend and refurbish the
e x i s t i n g m a i n t e l e v i s i o n s t u d i o t o provide a n
additional 80% studio space. The extension has an
extra 3 metres height over the existing studio.

Two views of Manchester Studio A

T~~ project required a minimum out of service period
for studio A whilst maintaining the full output of
Television and Radio programmes. studioA output
continued whilst the extension was under construction, until the existing end wall had t o be demolished
at which time the adjacent scenery dock was adapted
for use as a temporary studio A.
Particular difficulties to be overcome included:W Re-routeing the main sewer which had to continue
to serve the main lavatory block o n five floors.
W The erection of very large steel frame sections and

their connection to the existing concrete frame
whilst the studio was i n use.
W Demolit~onof 2-metre deep reinforced concrete

wall beams without disturbance.
W Removal of asbestos while remaining operational.
Mawhes!er SIUC o A curing conslruc:lon

D Installation of the technical equipment while major

building work continued.

Through careful forward planning, site supervision
and liaison between specialist departments and the
Region, a very economical building contract was
completed within programme and cost.

MANCHESTER VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE BASE
The new Vehicle Maintenance Base has been constructed on a cleared site adjacent to the rear of
Broadcasting House, Manchester. Construction was
i n two phases. Phase 1 provided the ground consolidation, drainage/service ducts, piled foundations,
site slab, retaining and past boundary walls. Phase 2,
under a separately tendered contract, provided all the
superstructure, fitting out and equipment installation
ready for occupation.
M a n y difficulties had to be overcome, b u t t h e
resultant n e w facility on this important corner
location has become a n impressive landmark,
meeting the demands of the difficult sloping site,
whilst satisfying town planning constraints and the
needs of the customer.

Blackstaff House

building and managed the overall programme, with
PlDTel co-ordinating t h e t e c h n ~ c a linstallation.
The n e w b u i l d i n g w a s completed a n d f i n a l l y
d e c l a r e d o p e n by t h e C h a i r m a n a n d DG o n
18 September 1991.

RELOCATION OF MERTHYR TYDFIL
TELEVISION RELAY STATION
The requirement to move this station arose because it
obstructed a n open-cast coal mining operation:
British Coal estimated that if the station remained
in-situ the resulting loss of revenue would be i n the
region o f f 1 m , and they were therefore willing to pay
the rebuilding cost. The preparation of the new site
- 5 0 metres away from the previous position required the removal of some 6,000 cubic metres of
soil. Further problems were caused by disused
mining seams i n the vicinity, and the fact that piling
could not be used because of nearby houses. The
chosen solution involved a substantial grouting
operation i n which 220tons of cement and PFAwere
pumped into the ground under the tower, which is a
lattice design 6 0 metres high. The project, which
included the construction of a single storey brick-built
equipment building, was completed on time and
within budget.

Manchester veh~clemaintenance base.

BLACKSTAFF DEVELOPMENT,
BELFAST
Television studio facilities i n Northern Ireland have
been limited t o two small studios i n BH Belfast, and
the hall at Balmoral which was leased for audience
shows. The inadequacy of these facilities resulted i n
t h e decision i n 1 9 8 7 to develop our freehold
Blackstaff site i n the city centre, close to BH, to
provide a purpose-built television studio with full
associated facilities. The n e w studio has a floor area
of 6 0 0 sq metres, and is operated on a drive-in basis
w i t h a CMCR . A l l the studio mechanical and lighting
equipment and audience seating (for 21 0 people)was
bought second-hand from Limehouse Studios and
refurbished prior to installation. A n ancillary floor
area of 1 7 0 0 sq metres provides for scenery transit,
stores, dressing rooms, costume areas etc.
I n parallel w i t h the technical reqirements was the
need to release various rented offices and to consolidate office requirements on the Blackstaff site
i n one coherent development. ACED designed the
Merthyr Tydfil television relay statlon

DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT

REORGANISATION
The changes outlined in the 1990 Report,
resulting from the 'Funding the Future'
review, have been implemented. In addition, the revenue budget has b e i n totally devolved
and all work is now carried out on a contract or
charged-out basis. The changes have had a direct
effect by reducing the Department's overheads,
which has resulted in more competitive hourly rates
and strengthened our position in readiness for the
challenge of 'Producer Choice'.
Project M a n a g e m e n t procedures have been
developed to more closely control project costs, while
maintaining the traditionally high quality of work
expected from D&ED. Formal control of quality now
enables the Department to issue 'Certificates of
Conformity' with all new equipment delivered to the
customers.

AUDIO SECTION
Audio Section concentrated the majority of its
resources on a range of digital audio projects for
Television, Radio, and Transmission. The equipment
illustrated is drawn solely from Audio'swork in 1991.
The work for Television covers consultancy and
appraisals of commercial digital audio equipment,
and the design of a number of bespoke units for the
new Network Transmission Area. This will be entirely
digital, including the input to thedual channel soundin-syncs encoders, where the existing units have
been replaced by special interfaces. To support the
other requirements, a general-purpose digital signal
processing (DSP) board has been designed, initially
used as a synchroniser, a rate converter and to apply
pre-emphasis.

Perhaps the biggest change in 1991 has been to the
Transport operation where, between the months of
June and October, the recommendations of the
consultants Cooper, Lybrand & Deloittes, were
implemented. The in-house transport operation was
terminated and five separate contracts were let to
cover the work. Fixed duty work, ad-hoc work, and
driver hire have been placed with external contractors, while maintenanceat ParkWestern, and the
provision of chauffeur drivers, have been contracted
to BBC staff. This course of action has resulted in
substantial savings in operating costsand a reduction
of some 60% in staff numbers.
The Department continues to work towards economic
high quality and technical excellence. More detailed
information on particular aspects of the Department's
work is given below.

General purpose d~gltalaudlo DSP card

MF compander and carrier control unit designed to fit inside
existing transmitters.

Several items of digital audio test equipment are
being developed where gaps exist in the commercial
markets. These will enable serial bitstreams to be
analysed, or, if desired, analysed and modified; bit
widths can be measured to assess system performance margins, and clock rates varied to explore
synchronisation parameters. This work will continue
in 1992 in association with the wider development of
formal digital audio test procedures. One early result,
available now, is a set of perfectly synthesized tones
recorded on R-DAT tapes. These are particularly
useful for testing A to D and D to A converters and
are available at the three commonly-used sampling
frequencies.
Widespread use of low-impedance headphones,
especially i n Television, raised a requirement for a
new design of limiter which is now in quantity
production using thick film hybrid technology.

The new design of limiter for use with 'Walkman-type' headphones and presenters' earpleces

Work on RDS developments has continued - one
particular activity for the Travel Service being the
design and delivery of automatic switching units for
Local Radio stations. By means of an out-of-band tone
added at appropriate points i n the studio chain, it has
proved possible to provide a travel flag cue without
major alterations to the desk or station wiring. Off-air
monitoring of RDS signals has also been made
simpler and cheaper by thedevelopment of a receiver
and decoder designed to interface with any PC.
Initially software has been written for a lap-top
portable to display all of the principal RDS data
groups.

plant simulators which w i l l be required to verify
operation of the system during factory and site
acceptances. Assistance IS also being given to BBC
Select so that their services can be launched in May
1992, prior to ~nstallationof the NTA automation
system: an interim play-out control system has been
designed and has been tested alongside commercial
subscriber authorisation computers.
Projects have also been completed to update Radio's
(long wave) Teleswitching facilities i n BH and to
provide a n e w data concentrator for RDS.

RF SECTION
In RF Section t w o major projects reported previously
have been completed - the multi-service VHF relay
equipment (TARDIS) and the UHF Music Links. The
prototype TARDIS has been giving trouble-free
service at Eyemouth and the first production uaits
have been delivered to Transmission. Similarly, the
UHF Music Links have undergone successful field
trials and a pre-production batch is nearlng completion. For future developments, provision has been
made in these links to add a digital modulator and
demodulator for the transmission of high-quality
audio signals, as opposed to the standard 15 kHz
mono channel. A companion development for Radio
Outside Broadcasts -just started - is the design of a
digital audio codec which will employ commercial
'
sub-band coding cards, providing stereo and coordination channels in approximately 7 0 0 kb/s.
A low-cost RDS monitoring receiver with companion PC.

CONTROL SECTION
Control Section has continued to allocate part of its
effort t o supporting and developing the control
system for World Service shortwave transmitter
stations. Systems developed for both Cyprus and
Skelton C entered service i n 1991. As Transmission
are developing requirements for their Transmission
Operations Centre(TOC), interim interfacesare being
designed for trial purposes and consideration is being
given to updating the existing workstations.
I n connection w i t h t h e automation system for
Network Transmission Area, the Section has been
providing high-level consultancy to PlDTel and the
appointed outside contractor. These activities w i l l
continue i n 1992 and expand to include the design
and provision of a wide range of test facilities and

Other projects for Transmission include an experimental RF hazard meter which measures the E & H
fields separately, and a feasibility study into the most
cost effective solution to introducing stereo sound
services to the older types of UHF transmitter.
Through joint efforts w i t h TelOBs, a BBC proposal
for implementation of co-ordination channels o n
satellite links has gained approval i n the EBU subgroup T7 and C M l T / 5 Task Force: the experimental
equipment will be 'tided-up' and used i n further
service trials between Television Centre and an OB
transportable link.
RF Section has also been active i n representing
the BBC on UK and European EMC committees.
Particular areas of interest have been regulations
w h i c h w i l l govern f u t u r e provision of ancillary
services equipment -for instance Outside Broadcast
links and radio microphones -where the interests of

RDS travel sw~tchingunlt for Local Radio stations.

the European broadcasters were not particularly well
represented.

SYSTEMS SECTION
Systems Section has continued to support developments i n connection w i t h single-line insertion test
signals for Television. Many existing equipments and
installations have been revlewed and modified i n
preparation for t h e change-over. A n associated
development has been a SIX-inputTeletext Combiner,
designed to provlde data bridging and synchronizing
facilities in regional centres and elsewhere. Over 3 0
of these units have been ordered for service - the
design, i n a 1U crate, proving t o bevery cost-effective
against commercial alternatives.
Work o n advanced digital vldeo processing techniques has also continued - n o w i n collaboration
w i t h Industrial and academic partners - and since
July has rece~vedpan-funding from the DTI under the
Advanced Technology Programme
The fundamental work carried out by Research
Department on phase correlation techniques, for
detecting and measuring movement i n pictures, has
been further developed by D&ED. The objective of the
three-year collaborative project IS to produce a chipset w h i c h w i l l implement the phase correlation
process more cost-effectiveiy than current discretelogic deslgns. Movement measurement systems
could then be expected to underpin a range of
equipment functions including noise reduction. bit

rate reduction, and standards conversion, etc.
Results of the first year's work have been offered in a
paper submitted to IBC92.
Elements of the BBC Select play-out system have also
been developed by Systems Section following collaborative work w i t h Research Department, involving a
number of preliminary transmission tests.

CYPRCS/SKELTON HF TRANSMITTER
AUTOMATION
The project to install HF automation equipment at the
World Service transmitters on Cyprus and at Skelton,
mentioned i n the 1 9 9 0 Report, was pursued to a
successful conclusion. The complex control system
enables these fully automated transmitters to be
operated w i t h no staff in attendance. The system was
based on those installed at similar sites worldwide,
but incorporated a number of n e w l y designed
features making it the most comprehensive system of
its type.
The installation at Cyprus was completed in time for
all service dates t o be met, and the experience gained
allowed Skelton to be ready ahead of schedule.

TRASSPORT MAINTENANCE
FVORKSHOP
Following the successful Competitive Tender for
maintenance of BBC vehicles, the Workshop was reorganised to reflect its changed role, with a high

degree of emphasis placed on customer service.
Contractsfor maintenance have been negotiated and
agreed w i t h the Output Directorates, and the
Workshop was also successful i n bidding for the
contract to maintain Luckings vehicles used on BBC
fixed duties. Service is also available to 'high mileage'
car users.

COMPONENT SUPPLY
Throughout the year, work has proceeded with reorganising the Central Store and its associated stock
control and purchasing operation, with a view to
stream-lining the procedures and reducing the stockholding whilst continuing to provide an efficient and
prompt service. Consistent with the policy outlined in
'Funding the Future', the stock profile is being
reduced and concentrated on ranges of broadcast
quality components and parts not otherwise readily
available. Pricing policy is continually monitored to
ensure best value for the Corporation.

EQUIPMENT PROVISION
The majority of equipment is manufactured by
external contractors, normally on a procure,
assemble, and test basis, with back-up provided from
the internal Test Laboratory facility. It has become
clear that financial constraints have caused factors to
reduce stocks of components to such low levels that
time scales are substantially and unpredictably
affected. Bankruptcy of Contractors has also been
more prevalent than at any time in the past.
An economical prototype service for BBC customers
continues to be offered. Prototype Services Section
have improved the facilities available by updating the
sophistication of the machine tools used in the
Workshop. High speed punching is now achieved
directly irom drawings constructed on a VDU screen.
This virtually eliminates programming time and the
associated costs.

CORPORATE PURCHASING AND
CONTRACT SERVICES
During the past year, significant value-for-money
improvements have been made in a number of areas,
including general stationery. Effective management
of the contract with Cartwright Brice, introducing the
no-stock philosophy to a number of regional centres,
and driving down the costs involved in stationery
supplies, have improved levels of service and cost
effectiveness.
In addition to the many successful agreements for
engineering products, PACTs (Purchase Against
Contract Terms) for Information Technology have
brought significant savings on personal computers
and related equipment from a variety of different
sources. Further achievements have been made in
the supply of office equipment, including facsimile

machines, and office furniture where PACTs with a
limited number of suppliers have been aimed at
reducing prices and producing overall value for
money.
Active involvement in the compilation of the BBC's
new Purchasing Guidelines continues. A number of
successful training courses have been run in conjunction with the Institute of Purchasing and supply
and external consultants, aimed at increasing
professionalism in purchasing activity throughout
the BBC.
I n future 'Corporate Purchasing and Contract
Management' will pursue its role into Transport and
Fleet Management. It is anticipated that the new
purchasing arrangements for fleet cars and contracted transport and maintenance services w i l l
be managed such that they bring a high level of
customer satisfaction as well as providing continuing
savings. In other areas of activity, the object of
achieving value for money, and effective supplier
relationships, will be promoted through a Liaison
G r o u p established t o l i n k those involved i n
purchasing activity in all Directorates.
Lastly, w i t h environmental matters playing an
increasingly significant part in the market place,
Corporate Purchasing will be promoting the introduction of recycled or environmentally friendly products
- particularly in the field of paper supply - and will
strive to ensure that cost effectiveness andquality go
hand in hand with env~ronmentalconsiderations.

RESEARCH

EUROPEAN CO-OPERATIVE
PROJECTS
Eureka 95 HDTV
In the second phase of the Eureka 95 HDTV Project,
which is n o w under way, the BBC's efforts are being
primarily directed towards studio requirements, both
vision and sound. The BBC is leading the new Project
Group 11, which is responsible for audio systems,
with particular emphasis on multi-channel sound experiments have already been carried out using
2,3,4, and 5-channel audio systems. A consensus
has started t o emerge on three front loudspeakers
(left, right, and centre) to provide better localisation of
sound sources, with t w o rear loudspeakers providing
surround sound. It is necessary to establish the best
method of providing the signals to feed the five
loudspeakers, while monitoring mono and stereo
c o m p a t i b i l i t y . A d d i t i o n a l p u b l i c service a u d i o
possibilities are also being considered, including a
clear dialogue channel for the hard of hearing. A
major demonstration of surround sound possibilities
was given at the AES conference held in London in
September 1991.
The BBC has also participated i n a technical advisory
group set up to assess the technical and operational
aspects of outside broadcast vehicles that will be
acquired by Vision 1250 for HDTV coverage of the
Barcelona Olympic Games. V i s i o n 1 2 5 0 is a
European 'Common Interest Group' established to
promote the programme use of 1250-line HDTV, and
operates essentially as an HDTV facilities company,
using origination equipment provided by industry.
A major programme activity during 1991 was the
recording of Mahler's 8 t h symphony at the Festival
Hall in mid-January. A total of seven HDTV cameras
were in the hall (from three OB vehicles, t w o Vision
1250, one BBC), w i t h recordings being made on three
analogue HDTV recorders plus the BBC Quad-Dl
digital system. The programme was subsequently
edited, down-converted to 625-lines and broadcast
on BBC2 to launch the NlCAM stereo sound service
on 31 August.
A second prestige programme made d u r ~ n gthe year
was the "Wind i n the Willows" wildlife/entertainment programme made by the Br~stolNatural History
unit for the Safari 91 wildlife exhibition at Olympia. A
further important demonstration of HDTV was given
to the RTS convention i n Cambridge i n September,
using a n e w GE light-valve projector hired from
Morgan Laboratories. The BBC also edited all of the
programme material for the HD-MAC demonstration
at IFA i n Berlin.

Further experimental work has been carried out o n
constant-luminance colorimetry, w h i c h is being
considered for HDTV. A 625-line CCD camera has
been modified for constant-luminance encoding, and
hardware has been constructed t o decode t h e
constant-luminance signal to feed a standard EBU
monitor. This hardware w i l l be used to study the way
i n which studio signal processing will be affected by a
move to constant-luminance colorimetry. Assistance
has been given w i t h the setting up of a digital
interface specification for studio HDTV signals.
A way of improving the quality of the compatible
HD-MAC picture, as displayed on a standard MAC
receiver, has been developed and tested. This
improvement (MCCI+) eliminates the 2 5 Hz judder
sometimes seen on moving objects, w h i c h was
commented o n during the World Cup demonstrations
i n 1990. I n addition, assistance has been given t o the
IBA (now NTL) w i t h the writing and running of
computer image processing software to test one of
their compatibility-improvement ideas (TC1+), aimed
at reducing the level of dot-patterning i n stationary
areas of the coded picture.

Eureka 625 VADIS - Video-Audio
Digital Interactive System
The aim of the VADIS project is to achieve transmission of near studio-quality 625-line pictures at bit
rates of some 5 to 1 0 Mbit/sec, representing a
compression factor of between 4 0 and 20. (The raw
bit rate for component video is 21 6 Mbit/sec.) Digital
video signals of 1 0 Mbit/sec and below can be carried
o n standard terrestrial and satellite television
channels, w i t h all the advantages that this can bring.
The BBC, one of 3 4 organisations from 1 2 countries
participating i n the VADIS project, is active i n several
important areas, including the development of a
generic (application independent) video coding
algorithm, the study of system aspects such as error
protection, conditional access and system multiplex,
and the development of field trials.

Eureka 147 D A B - Digital Audio Broadcasting
The aim of Eureka 147 is to develop a digital audio
broadcasting system of CD quality, economical i n the
use of bandwidth, and easily receivable on moving
vehicles and portables, as well as on static installations. The methods that have been devised to achieve
this have been comprehensively described i n the
Spring 1991 edition of 'Eng Inf', and copies of this
article can be made available on request to EID.

II, and the radlated power was smaller than would
normally be provlded for a local radio FM servlce.
For most of the route, the DAB signal was received
without impairment, although on each occaslon the
coach was driven through an underpass where both
DAB and FM signals were lost transiently. This was
done purposely to demonstrate theway i n which DAB
fails.
The demonstration was well received by all the
guests, and ~t elicited many compliments for the
superior performance of DAB, at the Radio Festival
and In the press. It IS belleved that a greater
awareness now exists in the UK of the sound transmission capabilities of DAB.
DAB transmitting and receiving equipment was
loaned to the BBC for this demonstration by partners
in the Eureka 147-DAB consortium.

ECREKA 637 Enhanced PAL
Coach-mounted equlprnent used to p r o v ~ d eDAB dernonstrat~ons.

Transmission tests have been carried out i n Bands Ill
and IV and with system bandwidths from 1.75 to 7
MHz, and it is planned to extend these tests to Band II.
The tests have used a new automaticdata logging system,
commissioned during the year, which logs the error
rate of the received signal.
In July Research Department, the sole UK participant
i n the Eureka 147 project, presented, with assistance
from EID, the first DAB demonstrations i n the UK. The
demonstrations, which took place in Birmingham,
were presented as an opportunity to compare the
performance of DAB with a conventional FM transmission, whilst on the move. A 50-seat coach was
specially equipped with FM and 'second generation'
DAB receiving equipment, stereo audio distribution
and 45 pairs of headphones, each with a switch box
allowing individual selection of either DAB or FM. The
DAB and FM signals (carrying the same programme
material) were transmitted from the roof of a tower
block in the city centre, both using similar frequencies
i n Band Ill (around 21 0 MHz), with similar antennas
and using the same equivalent power per stereo
service.
Thedemonstration to each group of guestscomprised
a 3 0 minute coach tour, whilst a variety of programme
material was transmitted representing the typical
output of BBC Radio. A roughly circular route was
chosen, surrounding and entering the city centre.
Throughout the route, the performance of the FM
transmission was judged to be a close replica of
existing Band II FM services. This was achieved even
though the transmitter location was far from ideal,
the radiofrequency was more than twicethat of Band

The BBC receives partial funding from the Department of Trade and Industry to support work on the
development of enhanced PAL systems, enabling
contributions to the work of the PAL-Plus group as
part of Eureka Project 637. The other members of the
PAL-Plus project include the UK Independent Broadcasters and, from Europe - ZDF, ORF, SRG, IRT,
Thomson Consumer Products, Nokia, Philips and
Grundig.
Eureka 637 has been established to bring together
the research and development activities of groups
working in Europe on methods of enhancing the
technical quality of terrestrial PALtransmissions. The
work aims to enable the use of appropriately designed
receivers offering 16:9 aspect ratio screens, the
reduction of PAL defects such as 'cross-colour' and
'cross luminance' while giving better resolution and
ensuring that the transmitted signal is compatible
with existing receivers. The main reasons for the
collaboration are to pool R&D resources and to try to
ensure that one common system is developed for use
throughout Europe.
The aim of offering a wider screen presentation and of
improving the technical quality of terrestrial broadcasts complements the work being carried out on
HDTV under Eureka 95. The BBC recognises that
when HDTV is available domestically it w i l l be
important for the established networks not to look out
of place on new receivers.
While not equalling the technical quality offered by
HDTV, significant enhancements can be developed
for those wishing to buy receivers designed to take
advantage of them, while ensuring that terrestrial
networks continue to radiate a signal compatible with
the huge base of PAL receivers which currently exist
in Europe.

RACE - Research in Advanced
Communications Technologies in Europe
Work continueson the Wavelength and Time Division
Multiplexed (WTDM) routeing system. A new 2.5
Gbit/sec laser has been supplied and fitted to the
test-bed, along with a new wide-band receiver. The
whole optical path has been proved at 2.5 Gbit/sec,
using pseudo-random data signals, and the design of
the 2.5 Gbit/sec switching matrix has been approved.
A n integrated optics 4 X 4 optical coupler has been
supplied and fitted to the test-bed - this is a longterm alternative to the twisted-fibre coupler used to
feed the optical multiplexsignals to each of the local
routeing centres.
Negotiations have started to set up a second phase of
the WTDM project, aimed at setting up a pilot
installation at a broadcaster's premises. A major
manufacturer has applied to join the consortium, who
i t is hoped w i l l manage the installation of the
pilot system.
Another RACE project, HIVITS, is concerned with
digital contribution codecs at 3 4 Mbit/sec for
conventional 625-line component signals, and
140 Mbit/sec for HDTV. A prototype 34 Mbit/sec
codec has been assembled and commissioned at
Kingswood, using components supplied by other
HIVITS partners. Work continues on the HDTV codec,
and it is hoped that this will be completed in time to be
used at the demonstrations associated with the
WARC 92 conference which is being held in Seville in
February 1992.

ACOUSTICS
Studios
The new lightweight partition, the 'metal framed
Camden' developed In the Acoustic Transmission
Suite last year, has now successfully undergone a
field trial at White City. The contractors found it
relatively easy to construct, being very similar to
many office partitioning systems, and the acoustic
results bore out the laboratory predictions. Full CAD
details are now being prepared by ACED for future
projects.
Further Transm~ssionSuite tests have identified
ways of making the metal Camden thlnner without
undue effect on the acoustic isolat~on
of the partition.
This work IS contlnulng, to see if acoustic absorbtion
(room treatment) can be ~ncorporatedinto the partition to further thin down the cross-sectlon. Both of
these developments are a ~ m e dat increasing the
worklng floor area w ~ t h i na studio without compromising the acoustics.
The Department's Acoustic Test Room (ATR) was
used during the year for fundamental research Into

Experimental control room used for research on controlled
reflection.

the benefits (or 0therwise)of reducing the strength of
early sound reflections i n a sound control room.
Theory predicted that the avoidance of these early
reflections should improve the stereo sound images,
and computer simulation showed that heavily contoured surfaces at the front and sides (including
the front ceiling) could be used to redirect sound
energy away from the main monitoring seat towards
acoustics treatment at the back and sides of the room.
Such an acoustic, known as a Controlled Reflection
Acoustic or Reflection Free Zone Acoustic, was built
within the ATR both to find out how practical it was to
bui Id and whether the theories and prediction were
borne out.
The results were significantly better than had been
anticipated (acoustics is not normally that predictable) and assessments by Radio staff have led to the
adoption of the design principles for three control
rooms in BH Project Baseband. Detailed designs are
now being carried out, in consultation with Radioand
ACED for these three areas.
Work has continued on the assessment and design of
acoustic absorbers, mainly proprietary assemblies. A
requirement for a new low frequency absorber was
identified for Radio music studios, and a suitable unit
was designed. This is based on the principle of a panel
or membrane absorber, and tests on a batch of the
units showthat it absorbs sound i n the bottom octave
and is thus a useful addition to the range of modular
absorbers.
Acoustic tests continue to be made for World Service,
both on studios and technical equipment. During the
year tests were carried out in studios C44, C48a.
C48b. C49a and C49b, and acoustic absorption tests
on new carpets and fabrics have been carried out to
add to the pool of knowledge on studio design.
Various studio light fittings have been measured to
assess their noise emission and hence their suitability for use in studios and control rooms.

D y a m i c Range Control
Further work on the automatic compression of audio
dynamic range successfully produced an algorithm
that generates compression without the artifacts of
earlier algorithms. The algorithm unavoidably
introduces a delay of about three seconds into the
audio signal path, but i n the context of CD replay this

is felt, by Radio, to be operationally acceptable. The
algorithm was successfully ported to stand-alone
commercial digital signal processing hardware made
available through co-operation with Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft and isworking in real-time. Thisdevelopment is now available to Radio, but could well find
applications in other Directorates-for example,film
sound tracks are frequently found to have too wide a
dynamic range for uncorrected use by Television.

Low Bit Rate Audio Codecs
Assessments were made on a commercial low bit rate
audio codec prior to its use on a relay of the Last Night
of the Proms to America for World Service.The codec
was set to operate at 64 kbit/s per channel, well
below what isconsidered a necessary bit rate i n other
contexts. The result was judged to be significantly
better than the HF link that has been used in previous
years. Interestingly, the material that showed up the
failure mechanisms of this codec was not what had
been expected.

construction of twelve to t h ~ n e e nstations per year,
but must also incorporate all the independent
planning proposals into the Research Department
data base to check for interference effects. Coverage
of the UK has remained as in the previous year at
about 99.3% of the population.

RDS-ALERT (DRIVE)
Work on the development of a proposed technical
coding standard for the Traffic Message Channel
(TMC) feature of RDS has been successfully completed. This work was undertaken under a two-year
contract in a consortium with five other partners, i n a
project partly funded by the European CEC as one of
more than sixty projects In the DRIVE Programme.
Funding for a third-year extension to this project was
not available from the CEC, and further work on RDSTMC has been deferred.

Band I1

Assistance was given to Radio and D&ED to negotiate
BBC participation in the second phase of the DRIVE
programme. This is due to start in 1992 and run for
three or four years. Several consortia are proposing to
conduct field-trials of RDS-TMC in the UK using BBC
transmitters; one consortium isaiming todevelop the
TMC feature in Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB).

Planning the extension of the National FM Coverage
has continued with a particular emphasis on areas of
high unserved population, typically in the range of ten
to twenty thousand people. Twelve more National
Network and four more Local Radio transmitter sites
have been tested and planned during the year, In
addition to surveys i n sixteen areas to identify
deficiencies.

We have been working with BBC Subscription Television (BBC Select) to help them evaluate, choose and
adapt for BBC use, a scrambling and access control
system for their services, which are planned to start
in May 1992.

Mobile Survey Equipment for Band I1

By the nature of this work, it is highly confidential.

SERVICE PLANNING

Using recently developed quality monitoring equipment, it has been possible to carry out a reception
survey of Radio 4 from Wrotham in the London area.
This isa new survey technique and is distinct from the
conventional 10-metre aerial height measurements
that are made to define filler station requirements.
The purpose is to establish the quality of reception
received by motorists. As well as sampling the field
strength at car aerial height, the system grades the
quality of reception whilst mobile, since this is
frequently degraded by multipath effects. The grading
is based on the amount of residual amplitude modulation present on the signal and also the number of
errors produced by an RDS decoder. The system is
capable of providing relevant information much more
rapidly than has hitherto been possible.

Television
Planning continues on the basis of a provision of
about 25 new relay stations per year, although no
work is undertaken on behalf of the commercial
channels unless agreed on a reciprocal basis for
planning undertaken by NTL (National Transcommunications Ltd). In practice this means that the
BBC are not only responsible for the planning and

CONDITIONAL ACCESS TELEVISION

ENGINEERING INFORMATION

PROMOTIONS
The campaign to promote the BBC's F M
services moved up a gear during the year,
i n preparation for the major changes that
w i l l take place early i n 1992, when-the ~ a d i o3 M F
outlet and several BBC Local Radio MFs w i l l be
transferred to the commercial sector. The EID tuning
c l i n i c visited 2 9 locations over t h e l e n g t h of
t h e country from Aberdeen t o Weymouth, and
additionally supported the 'Radio Goes to Town'
events at Belfast, Blackpool, Bournemouth, Brighton,
Cheltenham, Derby, and Hull.

departments a n d t h e motor industry. Direct
comparisons of FM and DAB transmissions, using
identical programme material and transmitted at
the same power, were provided i n a coach traversing
a route t h a t w a s k n o w n to be difficult for F M
reception. The quality of the DAB reception was
universally judged to be overwhelmingly superior
t o FM, c o n f i r m i n g t h e v i a b i l i t y o f t h i s n e w
development.
I n the autumn EID assisted Television Publicity
with the launch of NICAM 7 2 8 stereo sound. The EID
tuning clinic has been equipped to receive and
demonstrate NICAM and has been used to actively
promote the system w h e n visiting served areas.
Three new leaflets achieved considerable popularity
during the year. The 'Radio Frequency Finder', which
uses coloured UK maps to show the broad coverage of
the BBC's main transmitters, has proved a boon to
non-RDS motorists, who are still in the great majority;
the 'NICAM Sight and Sound i n Harmony' leaflet has
satisfied a steady demand for information on this
important n e w development; and a simple leaflet
called 'Good News i n the Air', designed i n conjunction with Radio Publicity, has been distributed widely
at tuning clinics.

LIAISON
The change to the Radio 4 schedules i n September,
when FM (rather than long wave) became the primary
service, provoked a s t r o n g r e a c t i o n f r o m t h e
articulate Radio 4 audience. Their telephoned
onslaught, coincident w i t h the large response
resulting from the launch of NICAM, gave EID's
telephone answering service a very hectic time.
During the peakweeksome 2,500callswere received
from listeners and viewers.
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s : w s ar:erclng an EID lunlng clln~cat Scarborough

Three speclalist exhibitions/demonstrations were
mounted, the most notable. perhaps, being the
DAB demonstrations arranged at Birmingham I n
July to coincide w i t h the Radio Academy's annual
festival. Here EID and Research Department teamed
up to provide the first demonstrations of DAB I n
the UK to more than 500visitorsdrawn. largely, from
broadcasters, radio manufacturers, Government

Reception of Radio 5 by schools continues to give
cause for complaint, and special investigations at
school premises have highlighted the increasing
amount of radio spectrum pollution f r o m
unsuppressed devices. Interference to both radio
and television broadcast reception i s becoming
increasingly widespread, andcomplaintson this topic
have been received from Councils and Members of
Parliament. Field work by the Section has produced
cures and satisfactory answers i n many cases.

In addition to service area coverage checks and
liaison work w i t h the television and radio trade when
new transmitters entered service, help has also been

Visitors waiting to board the coach used for the DAB demonstrations

given to Transmission to identify faults on the aerial
systems at Mendip and Cambret Hill. Assistance
was given to manufacturers who had experienced
problems w i t h some of their teletext decoding
equipment, and several reception investigations
were carried out on a consultancy basis for architects
and building developers.
The section continued to provide advice to the large
number of viewers i n East London and along the Lea
Valley whose television reception has been adversely
affected by the high building development on the Isle
of Dogs. Workcarried out by Service Planning Section
at Research Department and by Transmission
resulted i n a relay transmitter at Poplar w h i c h
restored access to a good service i n the area shared
by the buildings, but a ghosting problem still exists for
many along the Lea Valley, for which no general
solution appears to be available. EID continue to liase
w i t h the developers and planning authority on all
aspects of the problem.
As usual, visits have been arranged for engineers
from foreign broadcasters to view BBC facilities, and
much of this work has been handled by a retired
member of staff on contract.

ENGINEERING TRAINING

COST RECOVERY
This is the third year i n which Wood
Norton has successfully operated as a
total cost recovery operation In its core
activities of training, publishing and conferencing.
This approach ensures that clients' views are paramount i n specifying and directing the type and quality
of service received.

TRAINING
The main highlights of the year were the continuing
high demand for training, and the changes i n
emphasis of the new-entry training of operational
and technical recruits required by the Output
Directorates. These changes required the gradual
replacement of formal and rigid sets of training
progression with a set of shorter, and more specific,
modules added a to a set of shorter core courses for
new recruits.
Clients now require a wider choice, both i n the typeof
training available for individual members of their
staff, and i n the categories of staff they may wish to be
trained at Wood Norton. No longer is a 'general
package' aimed at a common training denominator
appropriate t o t h e majority of customers. The
preparation and delivery of all the variants puts an
increased load on each and every lecturer, but it is a
load which is embraced enthusiastically by Wood
Norton staff for the variety of work and the client
liaison whlch it entails.

PUBLISHING
This yearthe publishing area again retained its share
of BBC clients, but it was necessary to invest i n the
publishing and printing facilities i n order to respond
to the higher quality output material which can now
be produced i n the outside market place. As a result,
Wood Norton publishing is now highly competitive
and represents very good value to the BBC i n terms of
quality, delivery and cost.

CONFERENCE AND ACCOMMODATION
FACILITIES
Wood Norton's residential accommodation is used by
both trainees and conference delegates. This year
has seen the continued growth i n BBC conference
bookings w i t h targets for 1990/91 being surpassed.
The Phoenix Lounge was redeveloped to provide a
modern and comfortable environment. It n o w
provides a larger area and an extended food service,
and it has been an undoubted success w i t h all w h o
use it.
Durlng t h e year w e have examined access for
disabled staff over the whole site, and w e hope i n the
near future to create two bedrooms, specifically for
the disabled, from existing bedrooms. Recently the
attendance o n training courses of t w o visually
handicapped trainees was salutary, both i n terms of
their special needs and their adaptability and determination to succeed i n the training environment.

Cllent support continued at a high level throughout
the year. Although training for new staff remained
our primary business, Increasing numbers of line
managers looked to us t o provide a degree of retraining for staff changing to n e w disciplines or
whose work was changing markedly from other
causes. The commitment of the lecturing staff to
dellvering the best possible product during somewhat
difficult and Insecure times was greatly appreciated
by clients and departmental managers.
Numercally, the overall number of trainees and
trainee-weeks have remained constant with those of
the prevlous year The major change. however. was
the increase I n the number of course-weeksprov~ded.
The range of tralnlng prov~ded,coupled w i t h charging
directly for training received, has increased the trend
for customised training commissions. The average
number of trainees on a course is thus reduced.

The Phoenlx lounge

ENGINEERING INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY (EITD)
ElTD (formerly Engineering Computer
Services) has responsibility for the
development, maintenance and support
of application systems running on the
Corporation's Mainframe Computer and on networked workstations and Personal Computers (PCs)
throughout the Directorate.
During the year a new Engineering IT Policy Group
was introduced, comprising the heads of Engineering
Departments chaired by CET&PS. The Policy Group
has agreed an Engineering Directorate IT Strategy,
which, i n addition to systems requirements, includes
project and communication matters [the work of
Communications and Business Systems Section
(C&BSS) and Telecommunications Network Section
(TNS)]. This Group will oversee the IT Policy requirementsof the Directorate. An IT Group of departmental
users was also formed to co-ordinate the development and implementation of IT throughout the
Directorate.

MAINFRAME SYSTEM
EMIAS
During 1991, ElTD continued to maintain and develop
EMIAS, the main financial system used tocontrol the
BBC Capital Budget and the Engineering Directorate
Operating Budget.
At the end of 1990, an EMlAS Working Party which
included representatives from other directorates,
concluded that EMlAS provided the required f unctionality but was under-utilised as a result of poor
documentation and training. In 1991, ElTD set out to
improve this area. New guides, overviews and a
series of full day EMlAS seminars (with Engineering
Finance) for Regions and Transmission Operations
were very well received, and further seminars are
already booked for 1992.
As also recommended by the Working Party, work has
started on a major project which will 'overhaul' the
EMlAS system and extend its life. It will make the
system more resilient, easier to maintain, and bring it
closer to industry standards, putting it into better
shape for later redevelopment or for transfer to new
technology and modern software. The EMlAS User
Group, with representatives from all directorates and
from the main departments in Engineering, meets
regularly to discuss the system and plan priorities.
During 1991, it investigated clerical problems related
to EMIAS, including the late payment of invoices,

delays i n making approved fundsavailable for commitment etc. Several changes have been made at the
suggestion of the Group, including giving directorates
access to all schemes on their budget as well as
simpler changes such as the sequence of various
reports.
Projects completed during the year included the
introduction of payment certificates to provide
electronic control of payments on orders, new
programs to process electronic files from Cartwright
Brice to enable the Journal Automated Clearing
System (JACS) to route the data to the correct
accounting systems, a new data entry system for
Engineering Finance to replace the use of handwritten forms keyed by Data Preparation, and the new
Capital Expenditure Forecasting system which is
ready for implementation.
Improvements were made to, and there was
increased use of, the electronic transfer of data
between EMlAS (and other systems on the mainframe) and local PCs. One example is the production
of the 91/92 Priority Based Budget. Full year costs
were downloaded from EMIAS into spreadsheet files
and distributed to departments for the savings and
developments to be added. These were transferred
back to EMlAS which generated the Priority Based
Budget and rising cost cases.

NETWORKED SYSTEMS
The Engineering Wide Area Network
Over the past year, the number of electronic mail
users has increased, as has the number of users able
to access the mainframe. By the end of the year, the
majority of the Directorate Unisys clusters will have
been connected to the network. In addition, through
the use of improved software, greater use is being
made of the network by systems such as SB&I and
TRISTAR. The introduction of X400, the standard
relating to connection of different equipment for the
use of E-Mail, is being progressed, and should be
completed by the end of the year.

PCs and PC Networks
PC networks have been installed in ElTD and for
Engineering Finance, who previously used a number
of stand-alone machines-they now use a PC system
for cheque printing, via Tango Gate network software, permitting connection to the mainframe. ElTD
installed and ran PC networks running under Novell
operating software.

OFFICE MOVES
Throughout 1991, ElTD have assisted a number of
Engineering departments to move offices. Most users
have been able t o come into their n e w offices on the
Monday morning following the move and use their
computer systems as before. The major moves were:
Circuit Allocation Unit from Henry Wood House to
Warwick, and then later an internal move within
Warwick; Engineering Finance from 33 Cavendish
S q u a r e t o W h i t e City; ACED t o W o o d l a n d s ;
Engineering Personnel t o A v e n u e House; a n d
Engineering Recruitment to White City.

HELP DESK FACILITY A N D
SOFTWARE UPGRADES
i

Help Desk Help E-Mail boxes have been introduced, creating a procedure for handling
messages, and an answering machine has been
installed. A Technical Support Team provides
assistance. Further facilities may be introduced
after investigation of customer needs.

~i Upgrades It is estimated that between four and
five hundred items of software have been installed
since the beginning of the year.
One major software upgrade exercise w a s t h e
provision of mainframe access to the MlCs over the
X.25 network. A n audit of all the Unisys hardware and
software at each MIC site was carried out, ensuring
that all the relevant hardware and software was
ordered prior to upgrade. Customers co-operated in
the planning and testing process and training was
provided in the use of the upgraded software.

All Unisys clusters at D&ED were brought up t o the
same level of operating system, BTOS II, t o enable
their interconnection.

DEVELOPMENT A N D SUPPORT OF
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ElTD has a p r i m e r o l e i n the Circuit Booking
lnformation System (CBIS) project, involving collaboration between Engineering, Television, and NCA.
Other projects developed or continuing during 1991
are: PACT and SB&I Systems (further developments);
CARAS (Computer Assisted Recruitment and Selection); Strategic Stores (for Tx Ops); Leave System
(maintained at a number of sites); Resplan (maintenance and selection of a future replacement system
for project planning); Management lnformation
Systems at ETD and Research Department; TRISTAR;
and Home Viewing (devolving the system to user
directorates).
On site training was provided to users on applications, eg, Leave, TRISTAR, SB&I, E-mail and the
Medoc stores package.
The main characteristic of this programme of work
has been the change i n balance from in-house
development of systems, towards project management and consultancy activities and the implementation of packaged solutions.

ENERGY MANA

Energy Management Section continues
to achieve considerable savings both by
paying less for energy and, by conducting
energy surveys and implementing energy
reduction programmes, reducing wastage. Following
an experiment at BBC Hereford & Worcester. a self
auditing technique has been developed which will
speed up energy reviews at smaller sites.
Highlights of the year include refunds at London
premisesof f98,OOOfrom British Gas, and a f52.000
refund at Llandaff from Welsh Water. Finance cases
for Llandaff and Bristol are being processed which
w i l l lead to savings of f 150,000 and •’45,000
respectively by more efficient use of energy at
these sites.

The section has developed a computer database
which i s n o w being used to process tenders for both
Electricity and Gas supplies. In 1994 all sites with
power requirementsgreater than 100 kW will be able
to seek ahernatwe electricity suppliers.
Powergen submitted the successful tenders for all
seventeen BBC siteswith a requirement above 1 MW
this year, showing a reduction of •’450,000 against
predicted expenditure, w i t h BBC Glasgow alone
showing a reduction of f42.000 a year.
At Pebble M i l l and Llandaff ~nvest~gations
are taking
place into the financial justification of combined heat
and power schemes.

PERSONNEL
RECRUITMENT
1991 has seen a year of considerable
change within Engineering andTechnical
O ~ e r a t i o n sRecruitment. Fundinn t h e
Future, producer Choice and the ~ e v i e w
of ~ele;ision
Resources i n the r u n up to the Charter renewal, have
all led t o Output Directorates considering their
recruitment requirements very carefully. The general
economic situation, coupled w i t h the Channel 3
franchise 'auction', has also led to a remarkable
decline i n staff turnover. The resulting downturn i n
the level of recruitment activity has coincided w i t h a
reduction in sizeof Engineering andTechnical Operations Recruitment and a reduction i n expenditure.
A s the number of technical staff being recruited has
declined the requirement for the recruit to be ideally
matched to the vacancy has increased, and a considerable expansion i n work related t o the Recruitment
Strategy set out i n 'Progress and Achievements
1990' and i n more detail i n the Winter 1990/1 'Eng
Inf' has been undertaken.
Three Undergraduate Clubsfor electrical engineering
students are now operating very successfully linking
Kings College(London) to World Service, Manchester
University and Polytechnic to BBC Manchester, and
Newcastle University t o BBC Newcastle. Plans are i n
the embryo stages for further 'clubs'. Each club is free
ranging i n what can be offered by both parties, but
already a number of undergraduates have been
drawn to our unique form of engineering. Students
have universally commented that without the contact
with their local BBC centre their Undergraduate Club
has allowed, they would not have realised what BBC
engineering has to offer. The i n ~ t ~ a
contact
l
and
setting-up of each 'club' is undertaken by E&TOR, in
co-operation w i t h the local Lme Managers, but the
subsequent development of group and individual
contact is very much down to the undergraduates.
w i t h the Line Manager acting as the local point
of contact.
This year also saw another initiative in the field of
Vacation Training - Radio Engineering reserved 50%
of its Vacation Training places for women. This
positive actlon scheme was promoted during the
spring term through our contacts w i t h the Universities and Polytechnics and doubled the percentage of
women applicants. The successful trainees were
selected o n ability and duly undertook six-week
periods of summer vacation training in Broadcasting
House and associated Radio Engineermg areas.

To help to overcome the lack of women on electrical
a n d electronic engineering courses, E&TOR has
expended much effort o n promoting science (and
especially engineering careers) to girls i n schools and
at colleges of higher and further education. This
activity, organised and co-ordinated by E&TOR is very
much a loss leader, an overhead t o be borne today to
reap the benefit tomorrow. Promotion of engineering
careers i n schools seems hard to justify in the short
term, but if it is not done w e w i l l still be bemoaning
the lack of female and ethnic minority engineers i n
the future.
Work iscontinuing apace o n the objective job-related
assessment of applicants, and the first full application
of the strategy took place for Transmission engineers
w h o joined this year. The recruitment process, which
led to seven engineers (four men and three women)
being offered appointments, was detailed i n the
Summer 91 'Eng Inf'.
The essential and detailed job analysis work has
n o w been undertaken i n Radio, and preliminary discussions have been held w i t h Television and the
Regions to initiate similar job analyses. A f u l l range of
Objective Assessment Tests have been developed
and are undergoing the necessary validation trialson
student populations and staff doing the job, to ensure
that the tests are unbiased on gender, ethnic origin
and age. The tests have also been further developed
to select Trainee Engineers and Trainee Engineers
(Graduates), as the concept of the strategy is to select
people w h o are capable of performing successfully in
the job. The attributes are independent of educational
qualifications, these, and trainability, being assessed
separately.
Continuing o n t h e Equal Opportunities theme,
Engineering and Technical Operations Recruitment
were heavily involved in the Bursary Scheme for
Broadcast Operators i n early 1991. For this first
scheme of its kind E&TOR worked on behalf of
Television Service and News and Current Affairs to
select the nine Bursary students. The Bursary was
r u n under Section 37 of the Race Relations Act and
provided twenty weeks of pre-entry training for each
of the students across the full spectrum of broadcast
operations. The selection process adopted followed
the pattern of the Strategy, w i t h objective job-related
tests being given to all w h o applied and w h o were
eligible for the Bursary i n terms of their ethnic origin.
The final nine out of the original field of 3 0 0 were a
diverse mix of educational backgrounds varying from

Women's operational awareness course - a studio workout session

virtually no academic qualifications through t o
university degrees. However, t h e one t h i n g i n
common to the t w o women and seven men selected
was their motivation towards Broadcasting and their
desire t o become part of it. The scheme was remarkably successful and all managers w h o were involved
w i t h the Bursary remarked on the drive of every one of
the students. Perhaps the greatest achievement of
the scheme is that three of the nine have already
gained operational positions i n the BBC and this at a
time of reductions i n staff numbers.
The bespoke computer software written to a specification laid down by E&TOR is n o w coming on stream.
The core of the system is proving very effective at
handling much of the routine administration and has
already allowed a reduction in administration staff
and released secretarial effort. Our faith i n the
system, endorsed by Engineering I n f o r m a t i o n
Technology Department, is further enhanced by the
level of commercial interest shown i n it; a number of
major companies have already expressed an interest
and demonstrations have been arranged. W e believe
w e have a unique system written by a recruiter to
solve the problems presented by real applicants. It is
designed from experience, rather than being an offthe-shelf package written by a software house which
has little or no experience of real recruitment.
The second phase of the system is underway and w i l l
build out from the core, taking applicants from final
selection through t o formal offer, contract and
references.

During the year HEngTOR wascharged by Director of
Engineering to produce a Business Plan for the
Section, and ~ncludedwithin this was the marketing
of the Section's expertise. Although only i n its very
early days, the Section has provided expert selection
advice on a commercial basis to the Ghana High
Commission, and other services have been provided
to Hammersmith and West London College. Training
i n assessment techniques is n o w being provided to
Managers involved i n selection by our Recruitment
Officers w h o are n o w qualified as testers under the
British Psychological Society Code of Practice.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
In January 1991, Director of Engineering and the
Directorate Management team agreed a n equal
opportunities strategy for implementation within the
Engineering Directorate, and during the year equal
opportunities work has steadily progressed.
This has included, for example, a programme of Fair
Selection training courses for managers and staff
involved i n recruitment and selection. As well as
instructing participants o n systematic selection
techniques, t h e c o u r s e updates s t a f f o n t h e
legislation/case law and the various equal opport u n i t i e s developments taking place across t h e
Corporation. To date some 250 managers and
p e r s o n n e l / r e c r u i t m e n t officers have attended
the course.

Managers and staff have also been encouraged to
attend the Corporately run Disability Awareness
training courses and many have done so. From 1992
these courses will be run on a Directorate basis
which should greatly increase the number of places
available and lead to more managers being able
to attend.
Another course launched this year was the Women's
Self Defence course. A pilot course was held in the
autumn for women members of the Directorate
which proved to be an overwhelming success. As a
result of this and the evident demand from women
members of staff for further courses, a rolling
programme of courses is being planned for 1992.
Engineering Directorate has also been active with
regard to 'positive action'training -the provision of
training opportunities for those groups currently
under-represented within particular areas of the
workforce so that they can acquire the skills and
knowledge necessary to compete for such positions
on merit. Examples of such positive action initiatives
are: the "Women's Operational Awareness Course",
now in its sixth year of operation and continuing to
attract a high level of interest from women across
the Corporation; a newly established 'Bursary in
Broadcast Operations' aimed at providing technical
skills and awareness training for ethnic minorities,
and the Vacation Training Scheme (see 'Recruitment').
In line with Corporate policy, Engineering Directorate
has recently offered a number of short term work
experience opportunities to people with disabilities.
The trainees will take up their placements in January
1992 and will remain with departments for approximately three months. Engineering Transmission and
Design and Equipment Department have already
offered similar work experience opportunities to
disabled candidates on a local basis earlier.
A comprehensive survey was carried out in the
summer on access needs and other requirements for
disabled users at Woodnorton. The survey was
carried out by external disability consultants and their
report with its recommendations is currently being
considered by the Directorate. A similar excercise has
been taking place with respect to the new White City
building, where a review group has been overseeing
t h e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of v a r i o u s d i s a b i l i t y
access needs and requirements that have been highlighted since the building has been occupied.
Another survey carried out i n 1991 was of the
childcare needs of staff and users at Wood Norton. A
report is being preparedon the survey findings which
w i l l assist the assessment of the viability of a
childcare facility being established at Wood Norton
and, if so, the form the facility should take. A similar
review of childcare needs is being carried out at
Warwick.

Vacation tralnmg scheme

trainee at 'work'

This year saw the launch of a Directorate equal
opportunities newsletter which is circulated to
Engineering staff twice yearly. The newsletter,
produced by the Directorate Equal Opportunities
Officer, aims to keep staff up to date on both
Corporate and Directorate developments in the equal
opportunities field and to provide staff with a means
of airing their views
Finally, given these and other equal opportunity
activities, what effect has this had on the progress
towards meeting the Directorate workforce targets?
Workforce data indicates that there has been in 1991
a steady improvement i n the composition of the
Directorate's staffing with regard to both gender and
ethnic origin. The proportion of women increased
during the year from 20% to 22% whilst the increase
for ethnic minorities was from 5.4% to 5.8%. There is,
however, still some way to go i n meeting the targets.
To help us in thistaska small working group has been
established to review the Directorate's progress on
equal opportunities implementation, and to make
proposals to the Director of Engineering for its future
development.
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